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Dynamic Programming Approach to Image Segmentation 
and Its Application· to Pre-processing of Mammograms 

W.T. Hung, H.T. Nguyen1, B.S. Thornton1 and Y. Zinder 
1 Key University Research Strength in Health Technologies 

Faculty of Engineering 
2 Department of Mathematical Sciences 

University of Technology,. Sydney, NSW 2007, Australia 

Abstract 
Image segmentation is an important component of image processing since significant time can be saved if a region 
of interest is extracted by an efficient segmentation algorithm. A dynamic programming image segmentation 
algorithm is presented. The algorithm is applicable to images with a large matrix of gray levels of pixel values 
and generates a path separating the object from the background. The report of an application of the proposed 
algorithm to digitised mammograms complements its description. 

Keywords: digitised mammography, image segmentation, dynamic programming, image border detection 

1. Introduction 
Digital image processing plays an increasing role in 
medical applications. In such applications image pro-
cessing normally includes preprocessing, segmentation 
and summarization such as classification. Segmenta-
tion of an image into several medically meaningful ob-
jects is achieved by boundary and texture analysis, 
where a boundary of an image is defined as a narrow 
region where changes in texture occur. Edge enhance-
ment and border detection are important components 
of image segmentation. 

A common approach in ·digital processing of a mam-
mogram containing an image of breast tissue is the 
utiliZation of a so-called mask. A mask is a data file 
specifying for each pixel either one or zero. Value one 
'indicates that the corresponding pixel is relevant to 
the image of the breast tissue, whereas zero specifies a 
pixel relevant to the background. Utilization of a mask 
allows an algorithm to focus on the analysis of the ac-
tual image and significantly improves and speeds up 
the classification of benign and malignant cases. The 
generation of a mask is based on the location of the 
image boundary. In this paper this task is viewed as a 
two-stage procedure comprising edge enhancement and 
boundary detection. 

Section 2 presents a brief survey of relevant publica-
tions. Section 3 describes an image segmentation al-
gorithm based on the idea of dynamic programming. 
Section 4 reports the results of implementation of this 
algorithm to pre-processing of digitised mammograms 
and Section 5 indicates the direction of further re-
search. 
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2. A Brief Literature Survey 
Literature on digital processing of mammograms spans 
several decades. As early as in 1976, Sklansky (7) 
pointed out the importance of boundary detection as a 
method allowing (a) to reduce the area of subsequent 
search and processing (b) to facilitate the computerized 
normalization and equalization of gray level within the 
breast tissue region, and (c) to facilitate the compar-
ison of the corresponding regions of the left and right 
breasts. · 

Chandrasekhar [5) suggested that the detection of the 
boundary of the breast should be followed by locat-
ing the image of the nipple, which significantly facili-
tates the subsequent search for breast cancer. Yin et 
al (9] have presented a method of locating the nipple 
on mammograms that relies on the average intensities · 
of small image regions along the breast border. 

Several methods have been developed for the d~tec
tion of the boundary of breast image. Suckling et al 
(8) have published a method of segmentation of mam-
mograms utilizing multiple linked self-organizing neu-
ral networks. Their algorithm can separate· the whole 
mammogram into four major components: background 
(nonbreast area), pectoral muscle, fibrogla.ndular re-
gion (parenchyma), and adipose region. This is a quite 
complicated algorithm involving training on sample 
data taken from a mammogram. Bick et al (3] have 
used a local grey-value range and a modified global 
histogram to outline the breast border on mamma-
grams. Chandrasekhar and Attikiouzel [6] suggested 
an algorithm requiring testing of several polynomials 
and choosing one which gives the best result by visual 
inspection. 

The algorithm presented in this paper is based on a 
Australian Journal of Intelligent Information Processing 
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dynamic programming approach. Undertaken compu-
tation experiments have proven its high efficiency for 
tracing the boundary of the breast image. The pro-
posed algorithm can be easily implemented with any 
high level programming language. 

3. Description of Algorithm 

Although the approach described below can be applied 
to various image processing problems, in what follows 
we describe this algorithm in the context of bound-
ary detection for a breast image in digitised mamma-
grams. Normally the mammogram images are taken 
from the two othogonal views, i.e., crania caudal (CC) 
and medio lateral (ML). The resulting appearances are 
quite different. In the case of the ML view, the curve 
of the boundary of the breast image is not necessarily 
mono tonically increasing from the bottom of the mam-
mogram to its top. Correspondingly our algorithm lo-
cates monotonically increasing segments of the bound-
ary and subsequently combines them into the complete 
boundary. Due to anatomical reasons the algorithm 
produces two such monotonical segmentS. The algo-
rithm also assumes that the breast image is located to 
the left from its boundary. This assumption is not a 
restriction because either a similar algorithm can be 
applied to the opposite orientation of the image, or 
the latter can be transformed into the desired orien-
tation by simple manipulations with the pixel matrix. 
Drawing of each monotonic segment of the boundary is 
achieved in two stages - edge enhancement and curve 
(boundary) detection. These two stages of the process-
ing are described in detail in the following sub-sections. 

3.1 Edge Enhancement 

The purpose of edge enhancement is to make the im-
age boundary more evident by trying to assign high 
gray level values only to the pixels belonging to the 
boundary. In order to do so, most of these methods 
consider for eaCh pixel its neighbourhood and assign 
the resulting value based on the analysis of the gray 
levels associated with the pixels in this neigbourhood. 
Larger variation of the gray levels in the neighbour-
hood leads to a higher value assigned to the considered 
pixel. Therefore, different methods of edge enhance-
ment differ in neighbourhood definition and in calcu-
lation of the resulting value for the considered pixel. 
Computational experiments led us to the conclusion of 
combining the following two techniques in a two-step 
edge enhancement procedure. 

Let A be an m x n matrix of data in a digitised mam-
mogram, i.e. each entry A;; in matrix A is the gray 
level of image. The first step of edge enhancement is 
the calculation of m x n matrix C, where the first col-
umn of C is a. zero vector and any other ith column of 
C is the absolute value of the difference between the ith 
and the (i- l)st columns of A. Calculating matrix C 
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we expect that relatively large gray values will be ob-
tained at the image boundary due to the abrupt change 
of gray level values in adjacent columns in matrix A. 
FUrther edge enhancement is achieved by applying to C 
the gradient modulus technique recommended by Bal-
lard and Sklansky [1). The method generates a. new 
matrix, where the (i, j)th entry is 

{[C(i+k)i 

[C;U+kl 

c(i-lo);)2 + 
C;c;-k))2 }!. 

It uses a variable k which specifies how far apart on 
the picture grid the differences are taken. The quan-
tity (2k + 1) is known as the span of the gradient. 
The drawback of this method is that it produces a re-
sult which is smaller than the original image, i.e. the 
method does not specify how to calculate the first k 
and the last k rows and similarly for columns of the 
resulting matrix. In order to produce an image which 
has the same size as the original one, an image exten-
sion technique called symmetric reflection of the image 
about the edge is used [4]. . This technique generates 
a (m+ 2k) X (n + 2k) matrix D by duplicating some 
columns and rows of C, which is subsequently used 
in calculating an m x n matrix H, where each (i,j)th 
entry is 

Hi; = {[D(i+l:)j - Dc;-k);]2 + 
[Di(J+k) - D;c;-k)]2}!. 

S.2 Curve (boundary) Detection 

The selection of an algorithm for the curve detection 
depends on the definition of the image boundary. It 
was found that the definition below leads to particu-
larly good results of computational experiments. Any 
segment 8 of the image boundary can be viewed as a se-
quence of pixels PI, ... , PI'(•)• where p.(s) is the number 
of pixels in the considered segment. If two pixels, Pe 
and Pe+l, are successive elements of such a sequence, 
they should be in some sense close to each other. This 
closeness can be defined by introducing for each pixel 
p a neighbourhood N(p) -the set of all pixels that can 
be immediate predecessors of p in such a sequence. In 
other words, the sequences should satisfy the condition 
Pe E N(pe+l)· Moreover, a segment of image bound-
ary should start with an element belonging to S<>me 
pre-specified set of possible initiat (starting) pixels and 
should terminate with a. pixel belonging to some pre-
specified set of possible terminal pixels. Let I and T 
be the sets of initial and terminal pixels, respectively, 
where InT = 0 and N(p) = 0 for any p E I. As above, 
the elements of any sequence 8 of pixels will be denoted 
by Pl, ... , PI'(•)· Observe that the number of elements 
p.(s) in the sequence 8 may vary from sequence to se-
quence. Denote by B the set of all sequences 8 such 
that 

(sl) PIE I; 

(s2) ~ .... ,pi'(•)} n T = {PI'(•J}i 

(s3) Pe E N(p.+l) for all 1 < e < p.(s). 
Volume 8, No.2 



Let Hip;. be the entry of the matrix H associated with 
a pi:xel p and let for any s E B 

G(s) = I: Hi,,j,,. 
p,E• 

We assume that the system of neighbourhoods is con-
sistent, that is all elements of any s E B are distinct. 
This assumption is quite natural and does not impose 
a serious restriction because we consider only segments 
of the image boundary. Fbr example, it is often con-
venient to view the image boundary as a composition 
of segments, where for any two pixels p' and p" which 
are successive pixels in some segment, ip ~ ip• and 
j 11• ~ iv" and at least one of these two inequalities is 
strict. Then the segment of image boundary can be 
defined as an element in B with the largest value of 
G(s). 

We will say that a pi:xel p is reachable if either p E I 
or there exists a sequence Plo ... , Pq such that 

(rl) Pl E I; 

(r2) .Pi rp. T for all 1 ~ i ~ q; 

(r3) Pi E N(pi+l) for all 1 ~ i < q; 

(r4) pq E N(p). 

The set of all reachable pi:xels will be denoted by R . For 
any p E R, the largest possible number of elements in 
a sequence satisfying (r1)-(r4) will be denoted by l(p) . 
Observe that l(p) = 0 implies p E I, and R n T = 0 
implies that the desired segment does not exist. 

Let Rh be the set of all p E R such that l(p) = h 
for all 0 ~ h ~ max,eR l(v). Then using the forward 
recursion of dynamic programming [2), a segment of 
the image boundary can be found by considering the 
sets Rh in the increasing order of indices h, that is we 
first consider all pi:xels from ~ = I, then all pixels 
from R1 , and so on. For each pixel p E Ro we assign 

tp(p) = H;.J,., 

and for each pixel p E Rh, where h > 0, we calculate 

tp(p) = H;,.J. + max tp(g) 
geN(p) 

<md record pixel g, denoted by r(p), on which 
max9eN(p) tp(g) has been attained. Let p• be a pixel 
such that 

tp(p•) = maxtp(g), 
geT 

then the sequence Pl 1 ... , Pu• where Pu = P., Pl E I and 
Pe = r(Pe+l) for all e < u, is a segment of the image 
boundary. Moreover, denoting thiS sequence by s•, we 
have 

tp(p•) = G(s•) = 2: H; •• i ••. 
p.es• 
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8.3 Two-segment Structure of a Breast Image 

In order to obtain the boundary of breast image, the 
enhancement technique and the dynamic programming 
tracing approach described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 were 
applied twice to a digitised mainmogram. In other 
words, the image boundary was considered as a com-
bination of two segments. Fbr the first segment, the 
set I was chosen as the bottom row in the matrix H 
and the set T was the top row in this matrix. The 
neighbourhood of a pi:xel corresponding to the entry 
Hii was the set of all pixels corresponding to entries 
H(i+l)ll such that max{l,j -w} ~ y ~ min{n,j +w}. 
The selection of the value for w depended on resolu-
tion of the image where n is the number of columns 
in H. We have found that the generated fir,;t segment 
dete<:ts the boundary of breast images in most of the 
cases of CC view but not necessarily in the cases of 
the ML view due to anatomical reasons. In the latter 
case this first segment identifies a point which has the 
furthest distance from the left edge of the image. This 
point was then used to locate a horizontal reference line 
dividing the original image into 2 portions. The refer-
ence line corresponds to a row, say row z, in the matrix 
H, which also partitions this matrix.into lower ~d up-
per portions. This reference line belongs to the lower 
portion. The lower portion of H was then considered 
separately. For the lower portion of H the set I was the 
first column of this portion of H and the set T was the 
last column of the lower portion. The neighboq.rhoods 
were dclin~ in a similar way: the neighbourhood of 
a pixel corresponding to the entry H;; was the set of 
all pi:xels corresponding to entries H11 c;-l} such that 
max{z, i- w} ~ y ~ min{m, i + w} where m is the 
number of row in H. The two obtained segments were 
then combined into the whole image boundary .. 

4. An Example 
Results for two images (CC and ML) are presented us-
ing the algorithm as described. The original images 
are shown in Figures 1(a) and 2(a) respectively and 
Figures l(b) and 2(b) demonstrate the edge enhance-
ment results. The results of two-stage processing are 
shown in Figures 1(c) and 2(c). Finally, Figures l(d) 
and 2(d) show the original images together with the 
resulting boundary. 

5. Conclusion 
The results for two images given in the example demon-
strate feasibility of the presented approach for image 
segmentation as a preprocessing of mammogra.ms. The 
attractive feature of this method is that it provides the 
coordinates of breast boundary points. This crucial 
information takes up very little file space and a mask 
of the breast image is easily generated using this co-
ordinate information. Further digitised mammogram 
images are being processed and we intend to compare 
our detection results with hand tracing results by a.n 
experienced radiologist on the same set of images. 

Australian Joumal of Intelligent Infarmatian Processing 
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Figure l(a): Origbia.i image 

Figure i(c): hnage With tWO 1m:es from the 
twO-stage process 
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Figure i(b): R.estilt of'edge enhancement 

Figure l(d): Image\ilith the line border 
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FigtU"e 2(a): Original image 

Figure 2(c): Image with two lines from the 
two-stage process 
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Figure 2 (b): Result of edge enhancement 

Figure 2(d): Image with the line border 
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Abstract 

Combining a feature extraction technique, termed "Fuzzy 
Sub-Sampling", with multiple parallel neural networks 
high classification rates for offline handwritten digits 
can be realised using relatively small training sets. A 
classification rate of 97.3% has been reached with a 
multi-resolution feature technique employing three neural 
networks trained with back propagation. The multi-
resolution neural net offers a very high classification rate 
in relation to the size of the training set. 

As multi-resolution neural nets require a minimal number 
of weight interconnections the classification speed is 
approximately ten times faster than the premier individual 
neural networks. Moreover, classification may be 
improved using Kirsch mask line detection. With an 
additional neural net, the four parallel neural networks 
have achieved a classification rate of 98.0%, employing a 
comparatively small training set of 1000 exemplars in 
total. 

1. Introduction 
Recently, neural networks have· arrived at classification 
rates to rival the human reader for automatic recognition 
of handwritten digits [1,8,10]. Kussul [8] and LeCun [9] 
have shown that v&y large training sets combined with a 
very large neural network can produce high classification 
rates for handwritten digits. Parallel neural nets, however, 
may offer improvements in both the neural network size 
and the size of the training set. Although, multiple 
resolution technique has its origin in digital image 
processing Rosenfeld [3], this research appears to be the 
first applied to neural net structures. 

2. Feature Extraction 
Fuzzy sub-sampling (FSS) is an original technique of 
feature extraction [6] using methods of zoning, sub-
sampling and dilation in order to obtain a spatial 
reduction in the dimension of a character. Combining 
multiple neural networks and fuzzy sub-sampling feature 
extraction produces a pyramidal type of computer vision 
whereby the input dimension moves from low to high 
resolution. In conjunction with neural networks, this 
feature extraction method has produced overall 
recognition rates of 97.3% for test digits on writer 
independent tests using the CEDAR database with a test 
set size of 1000 characters. 

The "low resolution" zones are imposed over the character 
sample. In figure 1 a low resolution zone is imposed over 
a "6'' character producing an 11x8 FSS feature. 
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Figure 1. Zoning producing an 11x8 feature is applied 

over a "6" character 

The character is located by its centroid and size 
normalised to fall within a 44x32 character frame. 

When a 4x4 zone was applied to the character frame a 
sub-sampling factor of two was employed. The character 
data was reduced from 44x32 to llx8 features. If any 
character data occurs within the 4x4 zone from sub-
samples a one is given. If there is no sampled data within 
the 4x4 frame then a zero is given . An example feature is 
from the character "6" shown below which produces an 
llx8 character feature space. 

Output Data= '1' Output Data= '0' 

Figure 2. 4x4 masks dilation sub-sampling 

By this method a featilre space is generated which bas a 
pictorial likeness to the original image, albeit with a 
reduction in dimension. This method has the advantage of 
providing a visual check of the sampled training feature 
data. Characters generated loosely resemble an LED 
display or dot matrix character. Figure 4 shows the feature 
space generated by the feature. In this case a "6" can be 
discerned within the data. 

A 2:x2 zone is applied to the 44 x 32 character frame such 
that if there is any character data within the zone a one is 
given. Conversely, if all pixels are white space within the 
2x2 mask a zero is given. Effectively, a logical OR 
operation is applied to obtain data within the zone. By this 
technique the FSS method will effectively dilate the 
character data. This is demonstrated in figure 3. 
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Some Data 
Output"" 'l' NoData E8 

Output= '0' 

Figure 3. Example 2x2 masks for fuzzy sub-sampling 

1 
1 1 
1 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

Figure 4. Feature showing 11x8 FSS matrix from '6" 
character sample 

The 22x16 feature space produced by the "high 
resolution" sampling of zones is shown in figure 5. 

0 0 () 0 () 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
a 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 () 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I I 1 0 0 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 l I 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 l 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 I I I I 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure S. Feature showing 22x16 FSS matrix 

A 3x3 zoning region using 15x11 masks for feature 
extraction was also applied. Combining sub-sampling and 
overlapped feature zone.c; this method was termed the 
"medium resolution" feature space. In fact sub-sampling 
at a factor of 2 is applied within all 3x3 zones. In this 
sense, 3x3 zones are over -lapped with 4x4 zones which 
are sub-sampled. The 3x3 zones do not fit exactly into a 
44x32 trame, however, provided there is consistency 
between the training and recognition there is no problem 
with classification. This method provides a "medimn 
resolution" feature space. 
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The resolution of the input pattern is important to training 
and classification by neural nets as noted by Gori [5]. Gori 
states the following; 

"We found that the dimensions of the input grid play a 
significant role since the pre-processed input pattern 
turned out to be linearly separable when high resolution 
is used." 

High resolution input, of 22xl6 input dimensions, was 
found to provide better training and classification than a 
low dimension feature space of llx8 input dimensions. It 
should be noted, however, that feature extraction is 
essential as a training set with very high resolution 
images of 44x32 pixels cannot be fully trained on a neural 
network, and the resultailt classification would be poor. 
The optimal resolution of the feature space input would 
appear to be dependent upon the complexity intrinsic to 
the handwritten character pattern. 

3. Classification Results 
The individual neural networks were trained on character 
sets ranging between 720 and 1000 digits. The "high 
resolution" neural network arrived at the highest 
classification rate. Its architecture employed 352 inputs 
and 40 hidden nodes and 10 outputs. Full convergence to 
the entire trairung set was accomplished and training was 
stopped at a mean square error of 0.001. The "medium 
resolution" neural net had 165 inputs, 80 hidden nodes 
and 10 outputs. It obtained full convergence for 1000 
training characters. Full convergence was not reached 
with the "low resolution" neural network architectures 
comprising 88 inputs, 100 hidden nodes and 10 outputs. 
93.3 % was the maximmn classification result obtained 
far digits using a high resolution neural net. Characters 
were linearly normalised for size and de-slanted prior to 
training and testing. 

Table 1. Individual Neural Nets for Handwritten Digit 
Recognition for different feature space sizes 

Method of Feature Training Recognition 
Extraction Set Size Rate% 

Kirsch mask with 1000 95.1 
zoning 4xllx8 

FSS llx8 940 86.0 
FSS 15xll 1000 93.0 
FSS 22x16 720 93.3 

Multiple neural network classifiers have provided higher 
classification rates than the single layer networks. In table 
2 the results for the combined multiple classifiers are 
presented. It should be noted that no threshold level for 
rejection was employed. 
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Table 2. Recognition Rates for Digits using Multiple 
Neural Nets and FSS feature extraction 

Neural Net Training Recognition 
Rate Rate% 

352:40:10 100% 93.4 
352:40:10 
165:80:10 97.3 
88:100:10 100% 
352:40:10 
165:80:10 100% 96.1 

Scaling 1:4 

44 

Figure 6. Multi-resolution Feature Space showing 
pyramidal structure 

The multi-resolution feature space includes a combination 
of coarse or low resolution features with scaling 1:4, a 
medium resolution feature with scaling 1:3 and a high 
resolution feature with scaling 1:2. The low resolution 
features will identify the global shape of the character, 
while, the high resolution feature will recognise the finer 
aspects of the character shape. As the multi-scaling of 
n~ature spaces reduces position sensitivity of character 
data, at the same time as it classifies the global and fine 
structure, a multi-resolution neural network classifier can 
achieve excellent classification characteristics. 

Three techniques of combination of neural network 
outputs were considered: (1) Averaging (2) "Winner takes 
all" or Max.imurn (3) Voting. The averaging method 
involves summing up all the outputs of the neural 
networks and dividing by the nmnber of neural networks. 
The "Winner takes all'' method takes the classified 
character as the maximtnn output probability of any 
neural network output. A "Voting" method sums the vote 
of highest outputs of neural net outputs. 

The "averaging" method produced the highest 
cL:'\Ssitication result of 97.3% in this case, followed by 
"winner takes all" with 96.1% and lastly voting method 
with 1)3.4%. As the classifiers are not independent of one 
another BKS method was not tested [8]. The results are 
given in table 3. 
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Table 3. Comparison of Combination Methods of 
Multiple Resolution Neural Networks using FSS 

Type Misclnsslfy Reject Recognition 
% % % 

AveraJ!:in l! 2.7 0.0 97.3 
Winner takes 3.9 0.0 96.1 all-maximum 
Votin2 3.7 2.9 93.4 

Table 4 shows a comparison of international classifiers for 
handwritten digits using neural networks trained with 
back propagation. It is clear from the data that the size of 
the training set in combination with the feature extraction 
technique are important factors contributing to bigh 
classification results. The notable minimal training set 
occurs in our case. It should be noted that multiple neural 
networks 3x F.S.S +Kirsch mask employ the same 1000 
training characters and do not require different sets of 
training characters. 

Character da.ta.bases cited include NIST and CEDAR. 
Characters from the databases are individually segmented 
and these results do not pertain to automatic form reading. 

100 
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80 ~ • • 

~ 70 a: 
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• • 
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"' 40 0 u • <11 30 a: 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
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Figure 7. Recognition Rate versus Training set size 

4. Training Set Size 
For handwritten characters the recognition rate is found to 
increase with the number of training samples per 
character. As far as the size of the training set is 
concerned, if there are insufficient training samples then 
generalisation will be poor. Increasing the number of 
characters in the training set will improve the 
generalisation of the neural network. This situation is 
demonstrated in the figure 7. The neural network employs 
352 inputs, 80 hidden nodes and 26 outputs. 
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Table 4. Comparison of Related Classification using 

Neural Nets for Handwritten Digit Recognition 

Method Nwnber Training Recognition 
Feature Neural Set size Rate% 

Extraction Nets 
Kirsh mask 5 4000 ~7.3 

[Cho96] 
3x F.S.S 3 "'1000 97.3 
[Heald] each 
3xF.S.S 4 =1000 98.0 

+ Kirsch mask each 
[Heald] 

Kirsch mask 45 4000 96.3 
(Lee971 

Convolutional 1 60000 98.0-99.1 
[l.eCun981 
Perceptron 1 60000 98.9-99.3% 

[Kussul) 
Knerr 1 7200 90.3 

Pedrazzi 1 60000 97.03 

It should be noted that the number of training exemplars 
not only determines the recognition rate but also the size 
of the neural network. It wouid therefore be anticipated 
that large training sets combined with large neural nets 
would produce high classification rates. This has been 
demonstrated by LeCun [9] who attained recognition rates 
of up t.o 99% for handwritten digits with training sets of 
60000 digits and a large neural net with up to 400,000 
interconnections termed "Le Net-5". · 

5. Kirsch Mask Feature Space 
Kirsch masks were employed as contour line detectors of 
horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines. In conjunction 
with the Kirsch masks, 4x4 zones were created in the 
character and the feature detected. Using this method, 
.features are derived entirely from data as there is no noise 
in the output of the kirscb contours. Kirscb mask line 
detectors have been employed to recognize handwritten 
digits with some success by Lee [10] and Cho [2). 
However, the method of compression of data from 16x16 
frames to 4x4 features has not been discussed by Lee or 
Cho. The dimension reduction of a character has a 
significant role in feature extraction and, in this case, the 
method is unique. 

The Kirsch line features are produced from the CEDAR 
training set and are demonstrate4 in figure 8. 

Original image KiTsch mask line detedjon 

0 
.,. 

":~ 

« "\j :;· '··~, 

-=· -~ ''::, 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 8. (a) Original image "0" with (b) horizontal 
(c) vertical (d) left diagonal (e) right 

diagonal line extraction using 
Kirsch masks 
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The sampled data within 4x4 zones is then checked for 
data. If there is data within a 4x4 zone a '1' is given and 
if no data a '0' is given. The data forms 4 sets of 88 
elements forming a total of 352 inputs to the neural net. 
The method of combining Kirsch masks and zoning has 
produced the highest individual digit classifier. A 
classification rate of 95.0% for handwritten digits was 
obtained by training 100 exemplars of each digit. This 
method also helped to produce the highest classification of 
98.0% when combined within a multiple neural net 
classifier. 

An 8 pixel neighbourhood was employed. Kirsch masks 
define a non-linear edge enhancement algorithm as 
follows: 

G(i,j) = max { 1, max [15Sk- 3Tkl]} 
where Sk = At.+ Ak+t + ~+2 
T 1r. = At+3 + At-+<~+ Ak+s+ At-M>+ A1r.+7 

G(i,j) is the gradient of the pixel (i,j) the subscri~ts of A 
are evaluated modulo 8, and Ak (k=0,1,2, 7) is the 8 
neighbours of pixel (ij) defined as shown in the diagram 

A., At AI-

A1 A3 

~ As ~ 

Fignre 9. 8 pixel neighbourhood Kirsch masks 

Four llx8 zones are applied to the Kirsch line features. 
The zoning method is shown in figure 10. As there is no 
noise in the line detection feature and data is scarce, any 
data existing within a zone gives a one for feature data. 

.~. 

-.. 
Figure 10. llx8 zones are applied over a horizontal 

Kirsch feature for "0" 

It should be noted that the zoning of the Kirsch feature 
spaces are similar to the 11x8 low resolution FSS. In fact, 
any feature may be zoned between a high and low 
resolution space producing a multi-resolution neural 
network. 
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6. Kirsch Mask and FSS 
Multiple Neural Net 

The four layer parallei neural nets with three fuzzy sub-
sampling neural nets and Kirsch ma~k zoning are shown 
below in tigure 11. 

Figure 11. Multi resolution neural net with Kirsch mask 
forming 4 parallel neural nets 

The combination method is a class of averaging, whereby 
the outputs of all neural nets are summed and averaged. 
The output with the highest score is designated the 
classified character. The total number of weights of the 
multi-resolution structure is 52,760 connections. Each 
neural net is trained on approximately 1000 handwritten 
characters from the CEDAR database 'binanums". There 
are 1000 test characters also from the CEDAR database. 

A Multi-resolution neural net with Kirsch mask and 4 
parallel neural nets increases the recognition rate to 
98.0%. The classification results are shown in the 
Confusion Matrix Table 5. 

7. Hardware Implementation 
Multiple parallel neural networks can offer very fast 
hardware implementation. If synchronous processors are 
employed for· each neural net, the time for recognition is 
approximately equivalent to a single neural network. 
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The computation, Tc, is equivalent to the time for the 
maximum neural net plus the time for combination of the 
result. 

To':' max ( t,) + tc 

8. Computational Complexity 
As the size of the neural network is determined by the size 
of the training set, table 6 is presented to enable a 
comparison of recognition speed and computational 
complexity with recognition rates. An optimal classifier is 
sought such that the highest recognition is obtained for 
the fastest classification speed. 

The cost of implementation of a technology is dependent 
upon the computational complexity of d1e device. It can be 
observed in figure 12 that increases in neural net 
recognition rates require greater computational 
complexity. Although, the neural networks of Kussul (5) 
and LeCun (4) provide the highest classification rates they 
also feature the largest number of weights of all the neural 
networks.1 

Table 6. Comparison of Number ofinterconnections 
versus Classitication for neilral nets · 

Method Feature Number Classify Recognltion 
Extraction of Speed Rate% Weil?hts factor 

1.3x F.S.S 38,280 13.38 97.3 fHeald] 
2. 3xF.S.S 
+ Kirsch mask 52,760 9.70 98.0 

[Heal d) 
3. Convolutional 400,000 1.28 98.0-99.1 rt.eeuu98) 
4. Perceptron 512,000 1.00 98.9-99.3% rKussull 
S.Knerr 11,000 46.55 90.3 
6.Pedrazzi 27,750 18.45 97.0 
7.Paik 13,300 38.50 96.5 

The neural networks of Knerr (5) and Paik (7) are the 
least complex neural networks, however, the recognition 
rates are not high, at 90.3% and 96.5% respectively. The 
multi-resolution neural networks of FSS (1) and FSS with 
Kirsch masks (2) are the next least complex neural 
networks, however, the recognition rates are signiticantl.y 
higher, at 97.3% and 98.0% re!tpectively. 

1 Note that in table 6 only backpropagation neural nets applied to 
handwritten character recognition are considered. The nwnber 
of citations is limited because some papers did not provide full 
neural net architecture specifications and so could not be 
compared, while other well known neural nets were not cited as 
they were variations of backpropagation such as recurrent, 
neo-cognitron and SOM. 
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Figure 12. Computational Complexity far premier neural 
· net classifiers 

9. Neural Network Classifier Speed 
Software Implementation 

The time for classification, or classification speed of 
artiticial neUral networks can be calculated far software 
implementation. as it is a once only operation Note that 
the reading time for weights is ignored. 

Calculation assumes a 3 layer neural network but a 
simillli calculation applies to a neural net with any 
number of layers: 

Let T = total recognition time 
M = number inputs 
N = number of hidden nodes 
0 =number of outputs 
W = total number of weights 
t = computation processor time 

T= M.N.t + N.O.t 
T= (M.N +N.O) t 
T=W.t 
:. Toe W 

Theretore, the total recogmuon time, T, is directly 
proportional to the number of weights or, conversely, the 
recognition speed is inversely proportional to the total 
number of weights of the neural net. 

The "classitier speed factor" is calculated by the weight 
ratio in reference to the Perceptron by Kussul with 
512,000 weights, as the speed of the neural net classifier 
is directly proportional to the number of weights. This 
comparison of speeds far the neural networks shows that 
the fastest recognition speed is obtained by Lee with 8200 
weights. The slowest neural nets are the single classifiers 

. of LeCun and Kussul with 400,000 to 512,000 weights. 
Figure 13 shows the classifier speed versus recognition 
rates for premier neural net classifiers. 
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Figure 13. Classifier speed versus recognition rates for 
premier neural net classifiers 

While the featnre extraction method plays a signiticant 
role in the recognition rate of handwritten characters [15], 
it is also clear that a large statistical sample is required for 
writer independent classification using noorc:ll networks. 
The neural network of Knerr (5) employed a training set 
of 7200 character~ to produce a recognition rate of 90.3%. 
A minlmal number of weights were used but the neural 
net appears to have been under-specified in terms of th.e 
training set size and hence a relatively low recognition 
rate has been the result. The neural networks of LeCun (4) 
and Kussul (3) have employed extremely large training 
sets of 60,000 characters. Correspondingly large 
individual neural networks with a high number of 
weights, between 400,000 and 512,000, were required for 
optimal architecture to produce high recognition rates of 
up to 99%. 

The multi-resolution neural network (1) has attained a 
classification rate of 97.3% using only 38,280 weight 
connections and the multi-resolution neural net is 
approximately ten times faster than the individual neural 
nets of LeCun and Kussul. In terms of the recognition rate 
provided by a given neural net architecture per the 
number 9f training exemplars this appears to be optimal. 

When managed by a single processor, the software 
implementation of pnrallel neural nets is necessarily 
slower because classification is sequential. 
Notwithstanding, fast classification times, of in the order 
of 10 milliseconds, have been recorded with an 400 MHz 
PC processing 3 parallel neural networks. ThiS translates 
into a "stand-alone" maximum classification rate of 100 
characters per second. Accordingly, the multi-resolution 
neural network, in conjunction with multiple parallel 
neural nets, offers one of the fastest classification 
techniques available. 
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Table 5, Confusion Matrix digits "O"to '9" 
4 Parallel Neural Nets with averaging consensus 

Output 
0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 Total 

0 98 1 1 100 
1 100 100 
2 100 100 

Inpu 3 1 96 2 1 100 
4 1 97 2 100 
5 3 1 95 1 100 
6 1 1 1 97 100 
7 1 99 100 
I! 1 1 98 100 
9 100 100 

total 1000 

RECOGNITION RESULTS 
TOTAL RECOGNITION RATE= 98.0% 
REJECT RATE= 0.0% 
TOTAL ERROR RATE= 2.0% 

10. Conclusion 
This paper shows that high recognition rates, similar to 
the human reader,. can be achieved using multi-resolution 
parallel neural network~. Cla~sification can be enhanced 
by the multiple scaling of feature spaces. This reduces 
position sensitivity of character data while, at the same 
time, recO,!,'Tiising the global and fine structure of the data. 
A pyramidal machine vision technique is made possible 
with the use of the method of zoning. In this case, a 
"Fuzzy Sub-sampling" feature extraction technique has 
employed zones with dimension· reduction factors of 2, 3, 
and4. 

It has been shown that recognition rates of handwritten 
characters increase with the size of the training set when 
iutiticial neural networks trained with back-propagation 
are utilised. Very large training sets of up to 60,000 
characters for handwritten digits have achieved 
recognition rates of 98-99% when using a single neural 
network. However, the use of multiple resolution neural 
nets offers high recognition rates up to 98%, 
approximately ten times faster than the individual neural 
nets employed by LeCun and Kussul, using a relatively 
small training set of only 1000 exemplars. 

The number of weight interconnections for a multi-
resolution network is minimal for equivalent recognition 
results. Therefore, the multi-resolution neural network 
optimises the cost and speed of classification. With regard 
to hardware ilnplementation multiple parallel neural 
networks ofier one of the fastest means of classification, 
providing high classification rates with a processing time 
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equal to a single neural net, provided that multiple 
processors are used. 

The "multi-resolution" or pyramidal method of zoning 
feature spaces is not limited to Fuzzy Sob-Sampling, and 
may be applied to a range of feature spaces. Moreover, it is 
anticipated that classification results for the multi-
resolution neural net using FSS will be further improved 
with larger training sets. The multi-resolution neural 
network offers an efficient means of classification in terms 
of classification accuracy, computational complexity and 
speed. 
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Abstract 

Image registration plays a crucial role in the computer 
vision and medical imagingjield where it is used to develop 
a spatial mapping between different sets of data. These 
transformations can range from a simple rigid registration 
to a complex non-rigid deformation that allows an image's 
shape to warp in order to match another. These non-rigid 
transformations are used to recover the local non-linear 
anatomic variations that exist between some images. Mu-
tual information is a popular entropy-based similarity mea-
sure that produces robust results for multimodal registra-
tions. Originally introduced into the rigid domain, this 
measure is also recently finding increased use in the non-
rigid domain where it is used to produce a multimodal non-
rigid registration. This is important for applications such 
as the registration of pre-operative and intra-operative im-
ages which can be used for surgical guidance. This review 
presents an overview of non-rigid image registration and 
the use of the mutual information measure in the non-rigid 
domain. 

1. Introduction 

Image registration is a fundamental problem that can be 
found in a diverse range of fields within the research com-
munity. It is used in areas such as engineering, science, 
medicine, robotics, computer vision and image processing, 
which often require the process of developing a spatial map-
ping between sets of data. Registration also plays a crucial 
role in the medical imaging field where continual advances 
in imaging modalities, including MRI, CTI and PET, allow 
the generation of 3D images that explicitly outline detailed 
in vivo information of not only human anatomy, but also 
human function. 

A common task within the medical imaging field is the 
fusing of the complimentary and synergistic information 
provided by the various imaging modalities. This process 
is known as multimodal registration. Another common task 
is the registration of images of the same patient taken at 
different times and/or in different positions. This process 
is referred to as mono-modal registration and can be used 
to track any pathological evolution. These two applications 
are generally solved using a rigid registration, where the 
term rigid is used to describe a transformation comprised 
solely of rotations and translations. 
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Rigid transformations preserve the 'rigid' body con-
straint which states that a body is rigid and must not un-
dergo any local variations. However, for other applications 
such as inter-patient registration or patient-atlas matching 
procedures, the 'rigid' body constraint is no longer accept-
able as it does not account for the non-llilear local anatom-
ical differences that exist between different subjects. In or-
der to overcome these local variations, algorithms that al-
low one image to deform to match another were invented. 
These techniques are generally referred to as non-rigid reg-
istration techniques and on the whole, they entail a much 
more coll1plicated problem than their rigid counterparts. 

An important concept that arose in the computer vision 
field during the mid 1990's was an entropy-based measure 
known as mutuai information (MI). This measure has its 
roots in information theory and has seen a prolific expan-
sion for its use in multimoda1 registration applications. The 
strength of this measure lies in its simplicity as it does not 
assume the existence of any particular relationship between 
image intensities. It only assumes a statistical dependence. 

The power and versatility of the MI measure has been 
demonstrated by many researchers for multimodal registra-
tion in the rigid domain. Recently, there has also emerged 
a need to compute multimodal non-rigid registrations in a 
lot of clinical applications. The most prominent example 
is the registration of pre-operative and intra-operative im-
ages. This allows the display of pre-operative information 
in the interventional field which can be used for surgical 
guidance. However, most non-rigid registration techniques 
assume the existence of constant intensities between images 
which restrict their use to intra- or mono-modality regis-
tration. Thus, this has prompted the creation of non-rigid 
registration algorithms employing the use of MI in order to 
perform in a multimodal environment. 

This paper presents a review of non-rigid image regis-
tration and the use of MI in the non-rigid domain. First, 
a general introduction to image registration is presented in 
Section 2. Some Ml preliminaries are then outlined in Sec-
tion 3 while Section 4 will describe the two original MI 
techniques proposed in 1995. Section 5 will present a re-
view of non-rigid registration techniques. The use of MI in 
the non-rigid domain will then be described in-Section 6. 
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7. 
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2. Overview of Registration 

This section will provide a general overview of registra-
tion techniques. This will be helpful in better understanding 
registration algorithms in a global context. These existing 
approaches will be briefly described according to a classifi-
cation presented in [44]. The criteria set in this classifica-
tion is listed and discussed below. 

• Dimensionality - deals with registrations that involve 
spatial dimensions only or images acquired over time. 
In the first case, this can either involve registration of 
20 or 3D images while the second case can also in-
clude registration of 4D images, i.e. 3D images ac-
quired over time. 

• Nature of the registration algorithm • is used to de-
scribe registrations that use extrinsic or intrinsic meth-
ods. Extrinsic methods rely on the introduction of 
foreign objects into the imaging space which are eas-
ily identified and subsequently used as stable land-
marks in the registration. Examples include stereotac· 
tic friunes, screw markers, and other fiducial markers. 
Intrinsic methods rely solely on the information con-
tained in the image to compute the registration. These 
methods include anatomical and geometrical points, 
curves and surfaces and intensity based methods. 

• Nature and domain of the transformation - de-
scribes the way in which the transformation is per-
formed in the registration. The term nature is. used to 
describe the registration as being either a rigid, affine, 
projective or curved transformation. This is often sim-
ply categorised into rigid or non-rigid. The domain 
of the transformation however, refers to global or local 
transformations. Figure 1 presents a series of 2D trans-
formation examples. This figure is helpful in under-
standing the relationship between the nature and the 
domain of transformation. 

Global 

Original 

11 • 1•11 

~~~~~~~~ 
~ 10011 100@ ~ 

Figure i. Examples of rigid, affine, projective and 
curved 2D transformations in both the global and lo-
cal domain. 
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• Interaction - refers to the amount of participation in-
volved by the user of the registration algoritlun. This 
decides whether a method is either interactive, semi-
automatic or fully automatic. 

• Optimisation procedure - is used to classify registra-
tion algorithms according to the type of optimisation 
that they use. The two main distinctions that can be 
made is those that use direct optimisation methods and 
those that use approximation or search-oriented meth-
ods. Many further distinctions can be made for the 
approximation approaches, including whether deriva-
tives or constraints are needed to compute the optimi-
sation. 

• Modalities involved - is used to categorise methods 
according to the modalities matched during the reg-
istration. This can be either a mono-modality, multi-
modality, modality to atlas, or modality to patient reg-
istration. 

• Subject and object involved - refers to the subject in-
volved in the registration, namely intra-subject, inter-
subject, or subject to atlas. The object however, refers 
to the part of the body that images have been acquired 
from and subsequently conducted a registration on. 

3. Mutual Information Preliminaries 

The research leading up to the development of MI began 
in the early 1980's when intensity-based registration meth-
ods were first being proposed. These methods, including 
MI, work directly with the image intensity levels and do 
not utilise any pre-segmentation steps to extract features re· 
quired for matching. Correlation techniques were one of the 
earliest aimed at multimodal registration. However, gener-
ally these methods do not perform well in multimodal appli-
cations as intensity values in different modalities are usually 
not functions of correlating parameters [64). 

The first 'landmark' registration method that began a new 
trend towards developing more adept multimodal registra-
tion was proposed by Woods et al. [70). Extensions to 
this work concentrated on computing measures from a fea-
ture space constructed from 2D joint histograms. This in· 
eluded Hill's measure [32), and the entropy measure [15], 
which are both used to measure the dispersion of this fea-
ture space. Figure 2 shows an example of this feature space 
for two identical images that are registered in (a), and non-
registered in (b). Notice at registration there exists a lin-
ear relationship in the joint histogram, however during mis-
registration it becomes dispersed. 

It was a logical step that MI, an entropy-based measure, 
was proposed next for use in multimodal registration. This 
was proposed by two independent groups, Viola et al. [66] 
and Collignon et al. [14], in 1995. The basic concept behind 
the use of this measure is to find a transfonnation, which 
when applied to an image, will maximise the MI between 
the two images. The success of MI lies in its simplicity as it 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Joint histograms, (a) Registered, (b) Non-
registered 

is considered to be quite a general measure. It makes very 
few assumptions regarding the relationship that exists be-
tween different images. Assumptions regarding linear cor-
relation or even functional correlation are not made. It only 
assumes a statistical dependence. 

There are two main definitions of MI used in the litera-
ture. Both are based on Shannon's entropy, whose origins 
lie in coriununication theory [53]. The first definition relates 
the MI between two random variables to their marginal, 
joint and/or conditional entropies. These relationships are 
sullllllarised by the expressions, 

I(x,y) = h(x)+h(y)-h(x,y) (I) 
= h(:c) - h(xiy) 
= h(y)- h(yix) (2) 

where h(x), h(y) are the marginal entropies, h(x, y).is the 
joint entropy and h(xiy), h(yix) are the conditional en-
tropies. A set theory representation of these entropies is 
shown in Figure 3 [54]. These entropies are generally cal-
culated by evaluation of the following entropy integrals for 
the marginal and joint entropies respectively (for the con-
tinuous case), 

h(x) = £: p(x) logp(x)dz 

h(x,y) = l:p(x,y)logp(x,y)dxdy (3) 

where p(x) and p(x,y) represent the marginal and joint 
probability density functions respectively. The second def-
inition of MI that is commonly used is not defined in 
terms of entropy. Rather it has been formulated using the 
Kullback-Leibler measure [63] and is given by the follow-
ing. 

J(X .Y)-""' ( )1 ( Px,y(:c,y) ) 
, - ~PX,Y x, y og Px(x)Py(y) (4) 

MI is a measure of the degree of dependence of the ran-
dom variables X and Y. When formulated using the 
Kullback-Leibler measure in Equation 4, the MI measures 
the distance between the joint distribution Px,y(x, y) and 
the distribution associated with complete independence, i.e. 
px(x).py(y) [42]. Thismeasureisboundedbelowbycom-
plete independence and bounded above by one-to-one map-
pings. Table 1 shows some more properties ofMI [42]. 
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Non-negativity 
Independence 

Invariance 

Symmetry 
Self information 

Boundedness 

I(X,Y) 
I(X,Y) 

I(X,T(X)) 

I(X,Y) 
I(X,X) 
I(X,Y) 
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~0 
= 0 <=>pxy(x,y) 

=px(x).py(y) 
=I(X,X) 
(T is a 1-to-1 mapping) 
= I(Y,X) 
=H(X) 
:::; min(H(X),H(Y)) 
:::; (H(X) + H(Y))/2 
:::; ma.x(H(X),H(Y)) 
:::;H(X,Y) 
<H(X)+H(Y) 

Table 1. Some properties of Ml 

4. Original Mutual Information Techniques 

This section will briefly outline the two original MI tech-
niques, namely the Parzen window [66] and frequency his-
togram [14] techniques. 

4.1. Parzen Window Technique 

The technique proposed by Viola et al. [66] is based on 
the entropy formulation of MI, given by Equation L To 
compute the entropies in this equation, the probability den-
sity functions of the image intensities must be found. This 
is accomplished with the use ofParzen window density esti-
mation, which is simply formed by a superposition of func-
tions centred on the elements of a sample A drawn from the 
image z. This is expressed as, 

p(z) R:l P"(z):: ~ L R(z- Zj) (5) 
A ZJEA 

where p• (z) is the Parzen window density estimate, N A is 
the number of trials in the sample A, and R is a window 
function which integrates to 1 and is generally assumed to 
be Gaussian [66]. The second step in this process is then to 
estimate the entropy of the density. This is generally evalu-
ated using the integrals given by Equation 3, however eval-
uating these integrals using the Parzen estimate is extremely 
difficult. Viola overcomes this by approximating the inte-
gral as a sample mean, given by, 

1 
h(z) RI- NB L lnP*(z;) (6) 

Z1EB 

where NB is the number of trials in the second sample B. 
Viola et al. then derive an expression for the derivative of 
MI with respect to a transformation T. This is used to drive 
a gradient based optimisation algorithm. Noisy derivative 
estimates (found using relatively small sample sizes) are. 
also used to reduce computation time while providing ef-
fective escape from local extrema. 

4.2. Frequency Histogram Technique 

The approach developed by Collignon et al. [14] for-
mulates MI in terms of the Kullback-Leibler measure or 
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I(X. Y) 

GGG 
Figure 3. A set theory representation of entropies and mutual information 

Shannon's information, as given by Equation 4. The den-
sities in 1his expression are estimated by normalisation of 
the 2D scatter plots, or frequency histograms and is given 
by p(x,y) = /ih(x,y), where N is the number of sam-
ples. The marginal densities p(x), p(y) can be obtained by 
a summation over the x and y axes of the joint density re-
spectively. 

This technique also requires the probabilities to vary 
smoothly with changes in the transformation parameters. 
This is addressed through the use of trilinear partial volume 
distribution interpolation. Thus, the MI expression given 
by Equation 4 is optimised to find the transformation which 
yields the maximal MI. The search strategy employed by 
1his ·technique is a simple one·. Initially a close transfor-
mation estimate must be selected. Then, Powell's locally 
converging optimisation algorithm is used to find the final 
transformation that maximises the MI. 

Figure 4 shows two plots computed using the two orig-
inal MI techniques. Figure 4(a) shows a lD plot of the 
derivative of MI verses translation for the Parzen window 
technique. Notice the perturbation& about the line of best fit 
are caused by the noisy derivative estimates used by Viola et 
al. [ 66]. These derivatives are used to drive the optimisation 
process. Figure 4(b) shows a 2D plot of MI verses transla-
tion for the frequency histogram technique. The maximum 
in this function yields the correct translation where the MI 
between an image and a translated version of itself is maxi-
mal. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. MI plots: (a) lD plot of the derivative of MI 
verses translation for the Parzen window technique, 
(b) 2D plot of MI verses translation for the frequency 
histogram technique 

5. Overview of Non-Rigid Registration 

Rigid registration is composed solely of a rotation and 
a translation and literally preserves the 'rigid' body con-
straint, i.e. a body is rigid and must not undergo any local 
variations during the transformation. This type of registra-
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tion is distance preserving. This infers that the distance be-
tween any two points in an image remains unchanged dur-
ing a rigid registration. Also note that affine registrations 
are often considered rigid as well. They include an added 
scaling and shearing factor. 

Rigid registration is adequate for many applications in 
medical imaging. This includes multimodality and intra-
patient registration. However, for inter-patient registration, 
the 'rigid' body constraint is no longer acceptable as it does 
not account for the non-linear morphometric variability be-
tween subjects [22], i.e. there exists inherent anatomical 
variations between different individuals resulting in brain 
structures that vary in both size and shape. In order to over-
come thC$e local variations, . algorithms that allow one im-
age to deform to match another image were invented. These 
techniques are generally referred to as non-rigid registration 
techniques. However, they are often described by a number 
of terms including d~formable matching, non-linear regis-
tration, and elastic matching. 

Non-rigid registration has also found significant use in 
patient-atlas matching applications. This can facilitate sta-
tistical analysis and the study of clinical, demographic, or 
functional trends in the anatomy or physiology of the brain 
[61]. It also allows for automatic segmentation procedures, 
i.e. non-rigid registration of the individual patient's scan 
with a segmented brain atlas [ 16]. This allows any topologi-
cal, functional, relational and other hierarchical information 
to be transfered directly to a patient's scan [6]. Other appli-
cations include registration of intra-operative images with 
pre-operative images to help deliver intra-operative guid-
ance during a surgical intervention. As a whole, non-rigid 
registration entails a much more complicated problem. 

A non-rigid registration defines a deformation field that 
gives a translation or mapping for every pixel in the image. 
This is generally described by the following relationship. 

I1 o T(x) = It(X- u(x)) = Ir (7) 

In the above expression, I 1 is referred to as the floating im-
age that is undergoing the deformation while Ir is the refer-
ence image. T denotes the non-rigid transformation which 
equates to a translation of every pixel x in the floating im-
age by a certain displacement defined by the displacement 
field u(x). 

There are many ways of estimating the required displace-
ment field u(x) in Equation 7. In this section, the major 
approaches that are found in the literature will be briefly 
described. This includes deformable models, optical flow, 
elastic and viscous fluid models, spline warps, truncated ba-
sis function expansion methods, and al~o local registration 
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approaches. Section 6 will then describe the role of ML in 
non-rigid matching procedures. 

5.1. Deformable Models 

Early work on non-rigid registration was based on the use 
of deformable models, which were originally introduced 
in the computer vision field for use in computer graphics. 
These models have a mathematical basis that can be de-
rived from geometry, physics and also approximation the-
ory. The physical interpretation perceives deformable mod-
els as elastic bodies that respond naturally to applied forces 
and constraints [45]. Deformable models were originally 
presented by Kass et al. [34] for the case of 2D curves in 
2D images. Generally referred to as 'snakes', these 2D de-
formable curves are represented by a parametric contour 
contained in the image plane (x,y) E !R2 • This contour 
is represented as v(s) ;;;; (x(s), y(s))T, where x, y are the 
coordinate functions and s E [0, 1] is the parametric do-
main. The shape of the contour subject to an image I(x, y), 
is determined by the following functional [45]. 

C:(v) = S(v) + P(v) (8) 

This functional can be interpreted as a representation of the 
energy of the contour. The final shape of the contour corre-
sponds to the minimum of this energy. The first term in this 
expression is known as the internal deformation energy and 
this is described by the following equation. 

rl le"'l2 le2vl2 

S(v) = fo WI (s) as + W2(8) {)s2 ds (9) 

The two parameters seen in Equation 9 characterise the de-
formation of the contour: w1 ( s) and w2 ( s) control the ten-
sion and the rigidity ofthe contour respectively. The second 
term in Equation 8 refers to the coupling of the snake to the 
image. This is expressed as follows. 

P(v) = f P(v(s))ds (10) 

Where P(x, y) denotes a scalar potential function defined 
on the image plane. The implementation of snakes to 
images is accomplished by designing external potentials 
whose local minima coincide with intensity extrema in the 
image, ie. edges or any other features of interest. Thus, this 
will attract the snake to lie on these points of interest. 

The snake or 2D contour v(s), which minimises the en-
ergy C:(v), must satisfy the Euler-Lagrangeequation. This 
signifies ·the balance of both internal and external forces 
when the contour is at equilibrium. 

The above deformable models are generally referred to 
as energy-minimising deformable models. This can be 
thought of as a static problem. However, it is possible to 
formulate this approach in a dynamic way, such that the 
snake can evolve to equilibrium. These are termed as dy-
namic deformable models. This technique not only allows 
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the quantification of static shape, but also shape evolution 
through time. 

The case of a 2D dynamic snake can be extended from 
the previous static application by inserting a time-varying 
contour v(s, t) = (x(s, t), y(s, t))T with a mass density 
JJ(s) and a damping density -y(s). Thus, the Lagrangeequa-
tions of motion for a snake with the internal energy as given 
in Equation 9 and external energy as given in Equation 10 
is given below. 

In this expression, the terms from left to right represent the 
inertial forces, damping forces, internal stretching, bending 
forces and external forces respectively. See [45] for a more 
complete description of deformable models. 

Early use of snakes Jay in segmentation, whereby the 
model is used tu extract the boundary of an object, attracted 
by edge information in the image while still maintaining in-
ternal rigidity defined by the model. Snakes have also been 
used in motion tracking. A process similar for the purpose 
of segmentation· is used, however, each snake is used as an 
estimate for the snake in the subsequent frame. These 2D 
snakes were later extended to 3D surfaces by Cohen et al. 
[13] and were used .in similar avenues, i.e. extraction of 3D 
surfaces and motion tracking of 3D objects. 

Feldmar et al. [20] have shown that using differential ge-
ometrical information about the contour can be used to par-
tially recover lateral motion along the contour, something 
that is generally hard to obtain. An application for inter-
patient registration is also shown. However, as a whole, 
deformable model based approaches are quite sensitive to 
initial positioning and are susceptible to any neighbouring 
features that may cause incorrect matching. Another sig-
nificant drawback is that they operate only on surfaces and 
require segmentation prior to applying the model. There is 
also the problem of extending the deformations to the whole 
image, an issue which has yet to be solved [57]. Generally, 
deformable models require some user interaction in order 
to produce accurate results [29]. 

5.2. Optical Flow Approaches 

A lot of early non-rigid registration techniques stemmed 
from the optical flow field, whereby small deformations are 
found in temporal sequences of images. Suppose that there 
exists a continuous set of images I(t) of an object O(t) 
evolving over time [10]. Optical Flow then attempts to re-
cover the velocity of the physical points of O(t) by the in-
tensity variation of the image pixels. This can only be ac-
complished however, by assuming that the intensities do not 
change over time, i.e. a physical point p(t) of O(t) will al-
ways be observed with the same intensity in all images I(t) 
[10]. 

I(t)(p(t)) =constant (12) 
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This is the fundamental assumption made by optical flow 
techniques. Thus, differentiating the above equation with 
respect to t yields the following. 

. dpdl dl 
\i'[I(t)](p)T. dt + dt (p) = V(J(t)](p)T .v + dt (p) = 0 

(13) 

where v denotes the velocity of the point p at time t. Rear-
ranging gives, 

(14) 

In general though, this above equation is ill posed as the 
constraint on the velocity v is not enough to determine it 
completely [10]. Thus, v is usually constrained to be as 
small as possible in order to find the following, 

v= 
!!l(p) 

IIV[f(t)](p)ll2 V[I(t)](p) (15) 

Optical flow methods have been used by several researchers 
in the computer vision field [4, 33, 65]. However, a notable 
non-rigid registration aigorithm was proposed by Thirion 
[57] in 1995 which considered non-rigid registration as 
a diffusion process. This approach incorporated entities 
known as 'demons' into the image, which were used to de-
form an image locally using equations derived from optical 
flow. 

Thirion's algorithm [57] defines a motion correction 
field, given by u(p ), which is based on a normalised ver-
sion of Equation 15 approximated at the first order. This is 
described by the following expression, 

I(p)-JoT(p) 
u(p)= IIVI(p)!I2+(I(p)-JoT(p))2VI(p) (16) 

where u(p) defines the displacement of a point p between 
two images I and J and of' is the transformation being ap-
plied to image J. This equation represents the 'demons' 
forces in Thirion's terminology. Generally, it provides a 
fast and robust non-rigid registrliti.on however, it assumes 
that intensities between matching images are the same. See 
[57, 58] for a more complete description of this approach. 

Related work is proposed by Cachier et al. [10] who 
present a non-rigid matching algorithm by gradient descent 
and a study and improvement of the 'demons' algorithm. 
They propose non-rigid matching in a minimisation frame-
work, using a least squares criterion (SSD) also assuming 
that intensities of points don't change over time. Graclient 
descent within a multiresolution approach is used to min-
imise the criterion. They also show that the 'demons' al-
gorithm is an approximation of a second order graclient de-
scent on this criterion. Better registration results are also 
shown with the introduction of two weightings into the 
smoothing filters- an a-priori and an a-posteriori weighting 
to improve the minimisation solution and tackle the pres-
ence of occlusions. 
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The significant drawback of the above approaches is that 
they assume constant intensity between images, thus re-
moving the ability to register multimodal images or mono-
modal images with intensity inhomogeneities. Guimond et 
al. [28) however, present a method for multimodality im-
age warping using the demons algorithm and adaptive in-
tensity corrections. This method iterates between correct-
ing for intensity differences between images and perform-
ing standard mono-modal registration. The authors provide 
a method that finds the transformation that maps the inten-
sities of one image to those of another. , It makes the as-
sumption that there are at most two functional dependence& 
between the intensities, and relies on robust estimation tech-
niques to evaluate these functions. 

5.3. Elastic Models 

The earliest work on non-rigid registration involved the 
use of elastic models. Broit [8] formulated this elastic de-
formation as a cost function minimisation problem using 
a correlation measure. Bajcsy et al. [3] later extended this 
work using a similar measure which acted as external forces 
to drive a linear elastic model. Bajcsy was also the first to 
utilise a multiresolution approach to n.on-rigid matching. 

Elastic models, like viscous fluid models, are often re-
ferred to as physical continuum models. These models, 
stemming from computer vision and computer graphics, en-
sure that the deformation field is physically smooth. They 
can also be described in terms of a sequential relationship 
between four factors - displacement, strain, stress and force 
[6]. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 5. The forces 
and displacement& are external factors while the stress and 
strain are internal factors. The relationship between these 
last two is determined by the physical model used. 

_ ...... 

Figure 5. Relationship between physical factors. 

In terms of the model of elasticity, the deformations u(x) 
are linked to the external forces f{x) by the linear operator 
of elasticity L such that 

Lu(x) + f(x) = 0 (17) 

where x = (:c1 , xs, x3) are the image coorclinates and u(x) 
is the displacement field. The linearisation of the elastic 
model implies that the above equation is only valid for small 
deformations. The linear operator of elasticity is defined by 

Lu(x) = p\72 u(x) + (p + A)V(VT · u(x)) (18) 

where \72 = 'VT\7 is the Laplacian operator. Equation 17 
with L defined in Equation 18 is referred to as the Navier 
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linear partial differential equation (PDE) of elasticity. Sev-
eral methods exist to solve this PDE. Examples include the 
successive over-relaxation algorithm, finite elements, and 
convolution using a linear filter [27). The amount of de-
formation that occurs is determined by the properties of the 
object, i.e. Lame's elastic constants /-' and ..\, as seen in 
Equation 18, which are intrinsic characteristics of the elas-
tic model. Relatively large /-' and >. correspond to a strong 
elastic model. The stronger the model, the more rigid the 
object is assumed to be. The deformation is then deter-
mined by solving Equation 17 subject to a body force f. 

The body or driving forces are usually derived from fac-
tors such as the image intensities and image gradients. A 
common choice is the sum of squares measure. The use of 
such measures allow for an automatic elastic-model based 
non-rigid registration. However, other features in the image 
can also be used to drive the deformation by using differ-
ence functions, e.g. su1faces at structure boundaries. These 
approaches require a segmentation step prior to applying 
the deformation. The elastic model-based approaches also 
rely on the assumption that the intensities remain constant 
between the images being matched. This limits the applica-
tion of the elastic· model to intra-modality matching only. 

One of the most significant disadvantages of the elastic 
model however, is that the elastic deformations are char-
acterised by restoring forces that increase linearly with the 
deformation. This often prevents an image from being fully 
registered with another image [27]. An example of this is 
shown in Figure 6 which illustrates a square defonning to a 
rectangle but doesn't reach the final target shape due to the 
internal restoring forces of the elastic model. To overcome 
some of these disadvantages, Christensen [12] i.Ji.troduced 
the viscous fluid model. 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Deforming a square into a rectangle using 
the elastic model. Registration is hampered by in-
ternal restoring forces. (a) Original Image (b) Target 
image (c) Registered image (d) Deformation field. 
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5.4. Viscous Fluid Model 

The distinct disadvantage of the elastic model is that it of-
ten does not allow complete registration due to the internal 
restoring forces that increase linearly with the deformation. 
This inhibits the generation of any large local deformations. 
This observation was noted by Christensen [12] who pro-
posed the use of the viscous ftuid model instead. Chris-
tensen argued that the viscous fluid model can handle large 
deformations without breaking the image topology. This is 
accomplished by allowing the internal restoring forces to 
relax as the image deforms over time. 

In a simple viscous fluid model, Equation 17 and Equa-
tion 18 applies to the instantaneous velocity field v(x, t) 
instead of the displacement field. A viscous fiui4 model dif-
fers from the elasticity model because the restoring internal 
forces are relaxed over time, thus allowing the images to be 
fully registered. This model also permits much larger defor-
mations while still maintaining the topological properties of 
the deformed object. The Navier-Stokes viscous fluid par-
tial differential equation used by Christensen [ 12} is shown 
below. 

o:V'2v(x, t) +(a+ fl)\7(\i'T · v(x, t)) 
+b(x, u(x, t)) = 0 (19) 

where v(x, t) is the instantaneous velocity of the displace-
ment field u(x, t) at timet. The term b(x, u(x, t)) repre-
sents the applied forces and the parameters a and j3 are the 
viscous fluid coefficients. This is solved at each time step 
and, similarly to the elastic model, the driving forces are 
derived from image differences and intensity gradients. An 
example of the viscous fluid algorithm is shown in Figure 
7. Similar to Figure 6, a square is deforming into a rect-
angle, however in this case, the viscous fluid model allows 
full registration, including the generation of sharp corners. 

Bro-Nielsen et al. [6, 7] present a fast implementation 
of the viscous fluid algorithm which is at least an order 
of magnitude faster than Christensen's original implemen-
tation [12]. This was accomplished by deriving convolu-
tion filters using the fact that the partial derivative equa-
tions are linear. Bro-Nielsen et al. [7] also demonstrated 
that Thirion's demon-based method [57] described earlier 
in Section 5.2,is an approximation to the fluid method. 

To date, the viscous fluid registration algorithm is per-
haps the most adept method at recovering large local mis-
registrations that exist between two images. It has since 
become a popular approach for non-rigid registration and 
some variations of it are now appearing (see for example 
[40]). However, like the elastic algorithm, the viscous fluid 
model can only be used on images from the same modality 
as it assumes similar intensity values between images. This 
is due to the use of measures such as the SSD to produce 
driving forces for the algorithm. 

Although the viscous fluid algorithm is capable of han-
dling much larger local deformations compared to the 
elastic model, it co~es with a greater chance of mis-
registration. A common situation that can occur when using 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Oefoiming a square into a rectangle using 
the viscous fluid model. Full registration is achiev-
able. (a) Original Image (b) Target image (c) Regis-
tered image (d) Deformation field. 

the viscous fl.uid algorithm is that new structures and re-
gions can be generated from the edge of another structure. 
This may occur however, instead of a translation or defor-
mation of another structure, resulting in a mis-registration. 
It is important that the images undergo a rigid registration 
prior to the application of the viscous fl.uid algorithm. This 
removes the global differences between the images, leav-
ing only the local anatomical differences which must be re-
c?vered. These local differences are then found using the 
v1scous fluid model which is designed to locate the near-
est local · maxima. Without the prior rigid registration, the 
generation of new structures is much more frequent. 

Another disadvantage of the viscous fluid algorithm is a 
blurring of the source image due to multiple intensity inter-
polations which occur during the regridcling process of the 
viscous fluid algorithm. This regridding must take place 
when the Jacobian of the transformation fora pix.el falls be-
low a certain threshold, thus avoiding singular transforma-
tions [39]. This involves applying the current deformation 
field to the source image, then labelling this image as the 
new source, setting the deformation field to zero, and then 
continuing on as usual. The interpolation of intensity values 
at each regridding is necessary as the estimated transforma-
tions usually map intensities to interstitial locations. The 
final result after application of the viscous fluid algorithm 
~s an ima?e which is blurred due to the multiple intensity 
Interpolations. 

5.5. Spline Warps 

One popular approach for non-rigid registration derives 
the deformation via the implementation of a 2D thin-plate 
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spline warp. In this approach, an image is represented as 
a thin metal plate which undergoes certain deformations at 
selected points within the image, generally referred to as 
landmark points. The thin-plate spline has an elegant alge-
bra that expresses the dependence of the physical bending 
energy of the thin metal plate to these point constraints [5]. 

For 2D image registration, two 20 thin-plate spline 
warps are required. One for the deformation in the x and 
y-directions respectively. Thus, two 20 thin-plate spline 
warps are used to describe an interpolation map from R2 

to R2 relating two sets of landmark points. In medical im-
ages, these landmark points are generally specific points of 
interest within the image, i.e. anatomically significant land-
marks. The initial and final location of those corresponding 
landmark points are then used to evaluate the required de-
formation at those locations. 

The theory of thin-plate splines as a mathematical inter-
polant was established early in [ 46] and later for image reg-
istration in [26]. However, they were first used in shape 
deformation applications by Bookstein [5] in 1989. The 
fundamental basis function used by the thin-plate spline is 
given by the following expression. 

(20) 

where r is the distance J (z2 + y2) from the Cartesian ori-
gin. The function U (r) also satisfies the following equation. 

(21) 

Thus, U is a fundamental solution of the biharrnonic equa-
tion !:12U = 0, the equation for the shape of a thin metal 
plate vertically displaced as a function z(x, y) above the 
(x , y)-plane. Note that this basis function is the natural 
generalisation to two dimensions of the function !x!3 which 
describes the common lD cubic spline [5). 

A thin metal plate which is subjected to vertical displace-
ment& at selected points with any arbitrary spacing will min-
imise the 20 bending energy of the metal plate. This is 
equivalent to minimising the following expression. 

The minimisation of this energy represents a smoothness 
criterion which imposes constraints on the deformation 
field, ensuring that the deformation in between the known 
landmark points varies smoothly. Note that this process is 
repeated twice - for the deformation in the x and y direc-
tions respectively. 
~ ~s non-rigid . registration approach, the thin-plate 

spline 1S used as an mterpolant. This means that it is used 
to calculate the displacement& at locations in between land-
mark points with known deformations. The 2D logarithmic 
radial basis functions which are used by the thin-plate spline 
have a global support, i.e. a deformation at any landmark 
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point in the image will have an affect (induce further de-
formations) on the rest of the image. Other basis functions 
can also be used to produce different spline warps. The 
choice of basis function will determine the extent of the de-
formation and its region of influence. The B-spline for ex-
ample, uses a basis function which only has a local support 
[52], i.e. the deformation affects only a small neighbour-
hood around a particular landmark. It does not affect the 
entire image. Other basis functions include the Gaussian, 
multiquadratic [2) and elastic body spline [18]. 

Thin-plate splines are used quite commonly in the liter-
ature for image registration [37,47]. Most approaches for 
medical images assume the existence of landmark points at 
known locations which have been manually selected [35). 
Rohr et al. [50) use approximating thin-plate splines which 
weight landmarks by the level of uncertainty in their lo-
cation. Kim et al. [36] proposed an automated thin-plate 
spline approach whereby an arbitrary set of landmark points 
are given initially and iteratively repositioned such that the 
deformation optimises a measure of registration. This tech-
nique is one which is often used in conjunction with MI and 
this will be discussed in Section 6. 

Lester et al. [39} combine a viscous fluid deformation 
with a spline warp to produce a fully automatic non-linear 
registration with a large number of landmarks. This ap-
proach was presented as an avenue for overcoming the blur-
ring of the final image which occurs during a fluid deforma-
tion (as discussed in Section 5.4). First an arbitrary set of 
landmark points are defined on the original image which 
then undergo a fluid deformation. As a result of the defor-
mation, the landmark points will be dispersed. The centre 
of masses for the final positions of these dispersed points 
are then found to determine the translation for each land-
mark. The translations at these landmarks are then fed into a 
thin-plate spline warp, hence requiring a minimum of pixel 
intensity interpolation. Although this approach combines 
the power of the viscous fluid algorithm with the interpo-
lation benefits of the thin-plate spline warp, it is extremely 
slow due to the execution of two distinct deformation algo-
rithms. 

Overall, the thin-plate spline provides an effective avenue 
for transferring the deformation at known points to the en-
tire image. However, the complexity of a thin-plate spline 
registration greatly increases with higher degrees of free-
dom. This hampers the registration of images which have 
large local deformations as the required degrees of freedom 
would be too great Typically, a registration using thin-plate 
splines can utilise anywhere from 4 to 40 landmark pomts. 
This equates to 12 to 120 degrees of freedom as each land-
mark point has 3 degrees of freedom. 

'Thin-plate splines compute the registration through the 
existence of point features. However, several other feature-
based non-rigid registrations also exist. This includes 
curves and surface-based registrations. The surface-based 
registration was briefly outlined in Section 5.1 of the pa-
per, which uses 3D deformable models. The majority of 
the work conducted on curve-based registration however, 
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has been carried out by Thirion et al. [59, 60]. In this 
wor~ crest lines are extracted from 3D images and then 
deformably matched based on a spline fit of the crest lines. 
The warp is then propagated to the rest of the image by ex-
tending the point-to-point correspondence between the crest 
lines to the whole 3D space. Reasonable accuracy can be 
achieved around the crest lines, however registration accu-
racy in between the crest lines can suffer considerably due 
to the small number of features extracted from the 3D im-
age. 

5.6. Truncated Basis Function Expansion Methods 

Another avenue for performing a non-rigid registration is 
where the deformation field may be expanded in the form 
of a truncated set of basis functions. The effect of different 
basis functions and the size of the truncated set will deter-
mine the degree and space of possible deformations [25]. 
The 2D thin-plate spline for example, uses basis functions 
which have global support. When using B-splines however, 
deformations will act only in a local neighbourhood with-
out affecting the entire image. Many different basis func· 
tions exist. ·other cortunon examples are the sinusoidal and 
wavelet basis functions [1]. 

The truncated basis function expansion approach can be 
described as defining a deformation field u(x) in the spa-
tial domain by a set of basis function coefficients { u.r.} in 
the spectral domain [40]. Other related work includes the fi-
nite element models whereby the elasticity partial differen-
tial equation may be solved for a subset of locations within 
the image which are taken as nodes of the finite model. De-
formations for locations in between node points are then 
determined using finite element interpolation [23]. 

Interesting work is present by Szeliski [55] where a non-
rigid registration can be treated as an energy optimisation 
problem formulated into a Bayesian approach. Thus, the 
registration process lies in maximising a posterior distribu-
tion which is derived from the prior and likelihood distribu-
tions. The relationship between these three distributions is 
generally expre~ed in the following way. 

p(ujd) ocp(dju)p(u) (23) 

·where p( u) represents the prior distribution which imposes 
·constraints on the deformation field, andp(d!u) represents 
the likelihood which measures the match between the two 
images, i.e. the probability of obtaining the image data 
given a certain deformation. The term p(u!d) is the pos-
terior distnbution which is a measure of the probability of 
obtaining the deformation given the image data. This term 
must be maximised to obtain the optimal deformation for a 
given prior model. 

Other groups have also adopted a Bayesian approach for 
non-rigid image registration. Wang et al. [67, 68] formulate 
a Bayesian approach using elastic and viscous fluid mod-
els incorporated with statistical shape information. The sta-
tistical shape information is derived from a sparse set of 
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forces generated from corresponding boundary points ex-
tracted from the images. This extra information is used to 
constrain the deformation produced from only the elastic 
and viscous fluid models and to prevent cases when an un-
reasonable registration may result. 

Chen et al. [11] present a 3D deformable registration in a 
Bayesian formulation using a statistical image. Anatomical 
variations between subjects are represented in the form of 
statistical models which are then embedded into a 3D digital 
brain atlas. The atlas is used as a reference and the statis-
tics function as prior knowledge which helps to guide the 
deformation process. The registration is then formulated 
as finding the deformation that gives the highest posterior 
probability. 

Other related areas include the work by Gee et al. [23, 24] 
who models the cross-correlation between image intensi-
ties as an energy function. An elastic energy prior is then 
used to constrain the deformation and impose smoothness 
in the transformation. Szeliski et al. (56] proposed a sum 
of squared differences measure on the intensity values to be 
used as a likelihood function. Zero and first-order continu-
ity constraints were then used to regularise the transforma-
tion and constrain the deformation. 

5.7. Local Registration Approaches 

The vast amount of degrees of freedom introduced dur-
ing a non-rigid matching must be controlled by imposing 
certain constraints on the deformation field. This ensures 
the existence of a smooth and continuous deformation field. 
Several different methods for imposing these constraints 
have been illustrated in this section. Generally, this in-
cludes modelling the whole image as a deformable body 
(such as an elastic or viscous fluid body), such that the pos-
sible space of deformations are controlled by the internal 
constraints of the model. This is often referred to a:s a dy-
namics problem [21]. 

Non-rigld registration can also be made possible through 
local registration approaches and several methods exist to 
accomplish this. A very common approach is where an im-
age is sub-divided into small windows which are then trans-
lated with respect to the second image to maximise some 
similarity criterion. This similarity criterion can be defined 
globally, however, most often it is defined locally. This ap-
proach, as used by Collins [16] for unimodal registration, is 
the technique which was used to extend MI from the rigid 
to the non-rigid domain. This will be described further in 
Section 6. 

Another conunon method, often referred to as a block 
matching method, is where a grid of control points are de-
fined on an image, with each point defined as the centre 
of a small window. These windows, which usually over-
lap their neighbours, are then translated to maximise a local 
similarity criterion. The location of the maximum can be 
found through an exhaustive search or with the use of local 
optimisation strategies. The location of the maximum then 
represents the existence of a corresponding window in the 
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second image. The centre of this window represents the ho-
mologue point of the grid point defined in the first image. 
Thus, this block matching approach can be used to gener-
ate two corresponding sets of control points (or landmark 
points) between two images. This information can then be 
used to generate a sparse deformation field with the trans-
lations known at each of these grid points. An example of 
a sparse field generated using block matching procedures is 
shown in Figure 8. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

. . . . ... - ... . .. . ·······---······ ....................... ·.:. :: ::;::s:::: ::: : 
::.:: : :l i 1:i:~x·. : :~ : 
::. :: :. ·IIJ: ::::: : ::: :: 

(d) 

Figure 8. Deformation field calculated using a block 
matching procedure. (a) Original image, (b) De-
formed image, (c) Rescaled difference image, (d) Es-
timated deformation field. 

By using these control points with known deformations 
in a non-rigid registration, constraints are being imposed on 
the space of possible deformations. This has been described 
as a static constraint problem [21], or an interpolation issue 
as the problem then becomes one of how to interpolate the 
deformations at these known locations to the rest of the im-
age. Several techniques also exist to accomplish this. A 
method very suited to this is the thin-plate spline warp de-
scribed earlier. This technique relies on the existence of 
two corresponding sets of points between the images. It 
does not matter whether these were found manually or with 
the use of an automatic block matching procedure. Thus, 
the thin-plate spline can be used to interpolate the deforma-
tions at these known locations to the entire image using 2D 
logarithmic radial basis functions. 

One of the simplest approaches however, is to convolve 
this sparse deformation field with a 2D Gaussian kernel 
(Gaussian smoothing), to propagate the deformations to the 
rest of the image. It has been described in [22] that Gaus-
sian smoothing is equivalent to solving a heat or diffusion 
equation. Thus, this approach equates to an oversimplified 
version of a physical model-based algorithm (such as the 
elastic or viscous-fluid model). As model-based techniques 
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are solved in an iterative process, the two choices essen-
tially become whether to perform Gaussian smoothing on 
either the final or incremental deformation field. The first 
choice equates to an oversimplified elastic transformation 
while the second choice equates to an oversimplified vis-
cous fluid transformation [22]. 

As described in Section 2 and by Figure 1, there are many 
local registration techniques. This includes local rigid, 
affine, projective and curved transformations. The local 
rigid and affine transformations are sometimes used in the 
literature to implement a non-rigid registration. In this pro-
cess, the image is first divided into a series of sub-images 
which are then locally rotated and translated to optimise a 
local similarity criterion. The main problem however, then 
becomes how to overcome the tears and overlapping sec-
tions of the image which result during the local registration, 
as seen in Figure 1. The thin-plate spline can also be used in 
this instance to interpolate across the image and overcome 
the tears and overlapping sections in the image [41]. 
· Kostelec et al. [37] also use the TPS for this reason. In 
this approach, images are first aligned with the-rigid reg-
istration presented by Unser et al. [62], where images are 
represented as multiresolution spline pyramids. The im-
ages are then partitioned into 4-quarters and aligned inde-
pendently using the same rigid registration, repeating for 
smaller and smaller regions. The resulting image, which 
contains .gaps and tears, is interpolated using the thin-plate 
spline. The results presented were rol;lust to noise with ex-
cellent alignment of features. However, these type of lo-
cal registration approaches are seldomly used for non-rigid 
registration as compared to the previous local registration 
approaches described earlier. 

5.8. Hierarchical Registration 

The importance of using hierarchical and multiresolution 
approaches in image registration has been demonstrated 
many times in the literature. These techniques are used to 
increase the performance, speed and accuracy of a registra-
tion algorithm as well as helping to avoid problems associ-
ated with local minima in the optimisation cost functions. 
However, the use of these approaches in non-rigid regis-
tration become even more significant and important. Apart 
from the complex structure of the images being matched, 
the vast amount of degrees of freedom that can exist in a 
non-rigid registration can be quite enormous. All these fac-
tors lead to the generation of an optimisation function which 
can be extremely complex in nature, containing numerous 
local minima. Thus, often making the use of hierarchical 
registratfon techniques a necessity rather than an optional 
luxury. . 

An excellent review of hierarchical approaches used in 
non-rigid registration is provided by Lester et al. [40]. This 
review presents a classification of hierarchical strategies 
into three main groups- where the registration at successive 
levels in the hierarchy increases in data complexity, model 
complexity, or warp complexity. The first two categories 
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represent a hierarchy of image detail, generated through 
scales spaces or image pyramids, and a hierarchy of in-
creasingly sophisticated registration models, (for example 
a rigid followed by a non-rigid registration). The third cat-
egory however, describes how a non-rigid registration can 
vary with warp ~omplexity. An example of this case is the 
thin-plate spline warp where the extent of the warp depends 
on the number oflandmark points defined in the images. In-
creasing the number of landmark points will in turn increase 
the complexity of the warp. Readers requiring further infor-
mation on these approaches are referred to [40]. 

5.9. Discussion 

The introduction of non-rigid registration algorithms pro-
vided the ability to deform one image in order to match 
it with a second target image. The need for this ability 
arose from applications such as inter-patient registration 
and patient-atlas matching. Both of these cases involve 
the registration of images which may contain significant 
anatomical variations, resulting in brain structures that vary 
in both size and shape. There are however, numerous ap-
proaches which can be used to implement a non-rigid reg~ 
istration. The general aim being to estimate a deformation 
field which maximises some criterion while imposing cer-
tain smoothness constraints on the deformation. 

Early use of deformable models provided one avenue of 
generating a non-rigid registration. However, the use of 
these models could not fulfill the whole requirements of 
a deformable registration. They were heavily dependent 
on their initial alignment, required a pre-segmentation, and 
they also suffered from the inability to extend the deforma-
tion to the entire image. Optical flow techniques can pro-
duce good results in constrained situations. However, they 
require the intensities to remain constant between images. 
This removes the possibility of using them for multimodal 
registration. It can also inhibit their ability to be used in 
mono-modal registration as intensity inhomogeneities can 
often be generated in the same imaging device. Optical flow 
techniques are also only used to recover small image defor-
mations. 

Elastic models belong to a class of non-rigid registra-
tion algorithms that model the entire image as a deformable 
body. They are sometimes referred to as physical contin-
umn models. These models ensure that the deformation 
field is physically smooth. Furthermore, the internal char-
acteristics of these models define the degree of deformation 
possible. However, the elastic model suffers from strong 
internal restoring forces which prevent it from fully regis-
tering images. This problem was overcome by the introduc-
tion of the viscous fluid model. This model is perhaps the 
most adept at recovering large local deformations in images 
to date. However, both these physical continuum models 
rely on the assumption that the intensities remain constant 
between images. They are also very computatiomilly ex-
pensive algorithms. A faster alternative to these models was 
created with the introduction of the demon-based non-rigid 
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registration method. 
Thin plate spline warps have become an increasingly 

popular tool for implementing non-rigid deformations. This 
is particularly so for images where specific points of interest 
are known or can be easily identified. Truncated basis func-
tion expansion methods provide a way to control the degree 
and space of possible deformations depending on the basis 
function selected. These techniques can also be favourably 
employed with a hierarchical strategy that increases in warp 
complexity due to the easy addition of additional basis func-
tion coefficients. The introduction of Bayesian approaches 
into non-rigid registration has also been an interesting ap-
proach. It has permitted the incorporation of statistical 
models, thus allowing the user to set a priori models on the 
allowable deformation and impose smoothness constraints. 

Block matching procedures provide the ability to au-
tomatically estimate any number of corresponding points 
between . images . This information can then be used to 
propagate a deformation to the entire image using tech-
niques such as kernel convolution or even a spline warp. 
These landmark points serve as static constraints which im-
pose smoothness on the possible deformations. Other lo-
cal registration approaches include splitting an image up 
into smaller sub-images and locally rotating and translating 
them to optimise some local similarity criterion. However, 
care must be taken with this approach to avoid problems as-
sociated with the tears and overlaps which occur during the 
local registration. 

Validation is also an extremely important issue in med-
ical image registration. This issue has been addressed in 
the rigid case by several researchers [69]. However, the dif-
ficulties encountered in validating rigid registration proce-
dures appear small in comparison to those of non-rigid reg-
istrations. This is due to the significantly more complicated 
nature of a non-rigid registration. Images can often undergo 
transformations consisting of hundreds or even thousands 
of degrees of freedom. The sheer size of these transforma-
tions often require them to be executed within a hierarchi-
cal approach to decrease computational costs. These prob-
lems are even further compounded with the lack of (or vir-
tually non-existence of) non-rigid ground truth data. This 
makes validation and comparison of non-rigid registration 
algorithms extremely difficult Thus, the area of non-rigid 
registration is still quite an active area of research and will 
continue to be for some time to come. 

6. MI in the Non-Rigid Domain 

Non-rigid image registration is an essential tool required 
for overcoming the inherent local anatomical variations that 
exist between images acquired from different individuals 
or atlases. Section 5 has given an overview of some of 
the methods employed to compute such non-rigid registra-
tions. However, although many of these methods are quite 
adept in recovering the local variability between images, 
they are generally restricted to intra- or mono-modality reg-
istration as most methods assume the existence of constant 
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intensities between images. This is particularly the case 
for dynamic model-based methods which rely on pixel-to-
pixel intensity differences to. compute the external forces 
required. 

Recently there has been a need to compute multimodal 
non-rigid registrations in a lot of clinical applications. The 
most prominent application of this is in the registration of 
pre-operative and intra-operative images [ 17]. A prime ex-
ample is in the use of intra-operative IVlRI. The aim being 
to perform the least invasive surgery possible with added 
guidance from intra-operative MR imaging. However, de-
spite its many advantages, the imaging capabilities of intra-
operative MRI is limited due to specific surgical require-
ments when compared to that of conventional diagnostic 
MRl [31]. 

To overcome this problem, images acquired pre-
operatively are registered to the intra-operative MR images. 
This allows the display of pre-operative anatomical and 
pathological tissue discrimination in the interventional field 
[3 1 ]. However, another issue which further compounds this 
problem is known as 'brain shift'. This refers to the event 
where the brain may deform or shift during surgery. This 
is predominantly due to cerebrospinal fluid leakage and tis-
sue resection. Thus, a multimodal non-rigid registration is 
required to accomplish accurate matching of pre- and intra· 
operative images. 

MI has demonstrated its power and robustness for use in 
multimodality registration in the rigid dop1ain repeatedly. 
Consequently, due to the limitations of the earlier non-rigid 
registrations and the need to perform in a multimodal con-
text, there has been an emergence of multimodal non-rigid 
registration methods employing the use of MI and informa-
tion theoretic measures. 

Meyer et al. [ 48] was one of the first to introduce MI into 
the non-rigid domain in order to produce a multim6dal non-
rigid registration. This approach involved the use of a thin-
plate spline warp to recover the local variability between 
multimodal images. This method will be described below 
along with the many other methods presented in the litera-
ture. The major differences between the methods however, 
lie in the way the MI is calculated. This is accomplished 
either globally or locally. There are also many ways of 
calculating the smoothness of the deformation field - rang-
ing from free form or constrained by an underlying physi-
cal model. Generally, most methods ensure smoothness of 
the deformation field by filtering of the vector field and/or 
by terms to constrain local deformations. However, the 
techniques discussed below will be grouped according to 
a global or local MI classification. 

6.1. MI Calculated Globally 

Global MI is the term used to describe algorithms which 
compute the MI based on the data contained in the entire 
image. This global measure can then be utilised in sev-
eral different ways to compute a non-rigid registration. Per-
haps one of the most popular approaches to achieve this in 
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a global manner is the thin-plate spline warp. This tech-
nique, described previously in Section 5.5, provides an el-
egant way to compute the deformation of an entire image 
from two sets of corresponding landmark points. 

Meyer et al. [48] were one of the first groups to incor-
porate MI into a thin-plate spline warp. They also demon-
strated the accuracy and clinical versatility of MI for au-
tomatic multimodal image registration using the thin-plate 
spline warp and also the general affine transforlilation. The 
spline warp uses a five-point thin-plate spline for thoracic 
images. The control points are initially user defined but 
their positions are later refined by the optimiser. Later work 
by Kim et al. [36] also use MI as a global cost function with 
a thin-plate spline warp in order to automatically un-warp 
rat brain autoradiographs. However, unlike traditional thin-
plate spline warping algorithms, initial control points are 
defined independently from feature landmarks. 

Further work by Meyer et al. [47] increases the amount 
of degrees of freedom (DOF) using MI and a global thin-
plate spline transformation to register an image to an atlas. 
In this approach, 40 control points are distributed within 
the atlas, yielding 120 DOF. The 40 control points are used 
as a compromise between the viscous fluid methods (huge 
DO F) and the typical 12 DOF affine mapping. The authors 
stste that this amount of OOF is sufficiently small so as to 
prevent unjustified local deformations (as in creating a tu-
mour to match the patient's data when using a tumorless 
model) but still sufficient DOF and robustness to more ac-
curately deform in order to fit a wider variation in patient 
geometries. However, a user must also identify and supply 
this technique with 4 control points in the patient's data that 
are approximately homologous to the first 4 control points 
in the atlas' set of 40. 

Other global MI approaches are based on free-form de-
formations (FFD) such as that proposed by Rueckert et al. 
[52] for application to breast image registration. In this 
work, the authors show that non-rigid registration is much 
better. able to recover the motion and deformation of the 
breast than rigid or affine registration algorithms. A hier-
archical algorithm is developed where an affiJ!e registration 
models global motion and local motion is described by a 
FFD based on B-splines. Normalised MI is used as the simi-
larity measure. Registration is then achieved by minimising a cost function, which represents a combination of the cost 
associated with the smoothness of the transformation and 
the cost associated with the image similarity. Uniformly 
spaced control points are used which are also matched with 
the current resolution level. 

As described in Section 5, 8-splines are locally con-
trolled and have a limited support, i.e. one control point 
on! y affects deformatio~s in the local neighbourhood of that 
point. They are also computationally more efficient than 
thin-plate splines. The resolution of the control point mesh, 
defined by the number of points and their respective spac-
ing, characterises the degree of deformation. For example, 
large control point spacing is used to model global non-rigid 
deformations while small spacing can be used to model 
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non,rigid deformations which are more pronounced at the 
local scale. The resolution of the control point mesh defines 
the number of degrees of freedom and consequently, the 
computational complexity. Similar to the thin-plate spline 
warp, the B-spline-based FFD is constrained to be smooth 
by the minimisation of the 3D counterpart of the 2D bend-
ing energy of a thin-plate of metal. 

Deuton et al. [19] compare the B-spline based FFD noli-
rigid registration algorithm described in [52] with rigid and 
affine registration. The non-rigid registration was shown to 
give better results as it significantly reduces the effects of 
movement artifact in breast MRI. This may enable better 
visualisation of small tumours and those within a glandu-
lar breast. Bruckner et al. [9] also describe how an elastic 
matching algorithm produces much better results for mam-
mographic images, compared to rigid registration. How-
ever, the authors do· not use MI in the algorithm. MI is only 
used as a quality measure to judge the effectiveness of the 
match after registration. In most cases, the elastic algorithm 
achieved much higher increases in MI than that of the rigid 
registration. 

Rueckert et al. [51] present a non-rigid registration us-
ing higher order MI. This concept involves the use of eo-
occurrence matrices of neighbouring voxel intensities. An 
example is the use of second order MI calculated using sec-
ond order entropy. The higher order MI was implemented in 
a non-rigid registration algorithm presented in [19, 52]. The 
improved technique was shown to produce accw-ate and ro-
bust results in the presence of intensity variations (which 
may be caused by RF inhomogeneity in MR images). These 
local intensity variations can often affect the accuracy of a 
non-rigid registration using standard MI. 

Another avenue to compute a non-rigid registration using 
global MI is proposed by Hata et al. [31] for deformable 
rezistration of pre and intra-operative images for MRI-
guided brain surgery. In this approach, images are divided 
into sub-volumes and then a search is conducted to find op-
timal translations for each sub-volume. An energy function 
that measures goodness-of-matching is formulated as the 
sum of a voxel similarity meas11re (MI) and an elastic reg-
ularization energy. Drawing an analogy to elastic registra-
tion, the authors use a potential energy to measure the work 
done by the external deforming force. This potential energy 
is then minimised to constrain the deformation elastically. 

Rezk-Salama et al. [17, 30] present anothernon-rigid reg-
istration of pre and intra-operative images based on piece-
wise linear transformations, Non-rigid deformations are 
modelled by adaptively subdividing the data sets into piece-
wise linear patches. The vertices of these linear patches 
are transformed for optimal alignment with the reference 
image using a multidimensional optimisation to maximise 
MI. Multiresolution refinement is done adaptively by analy-
sis of a local refinement criterion based on a measure of the 
computed MI and the upper liptit of MI based on relative 
entropy. 
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6.2. MI .Calculated Locally 

A non-rigid registration can also be computed using MI 
calculated on a local scale. Thus, only local intensity vari-
ations around a specific point or region of interest are used 
to estimate deformations required in a non-rigid matching. 
Several different methods can also be used when adopting a 
local approach. Two of the most popular approaches are the 
block matching approach and local registration approaches 
which were described previously in Section 5.7. 

Block matching approaches involve the formation of a 
grid of control points in an image with each point being 
taken as the centre of a window. These windows are then 
translated to maximise a local similarity criterion. The es-
timated deformations at these control points are then prop-
agated to the entire image via methods such as Gaussian 
or thln-plate spline interpolation. Gaens et al. [21, 22] were 
one of the first to implement an approach such as this. Their 
technique is a variant of the uni-modal registration method 
proposed earlier by Collins [16], where image transforma-
tions are found by dividing images into regions and trans-
lating them so as to_ increase the local similarity criterion. 
Gaes et al. [21] use MI as the similarity criterion and the dis-
placement& are propagated to their neighbours with a Gaus-
sian window function, assuring continuity and smoothness 
of the deformation field. 

Lau et al. [38) also present a similar block matching ap-
proach to produce a fully automated non-rigid registration 
that maximises a local voxel-based similarity metric. Over-
lapping image blocks are first defined on a 3D grid. The 
transformation vector field representing image deformation 
is then found by translating each block so as to maximise 
the local similarity measure. The resulting sparsely sam-
pled vector field is median filtered and interpolated by a 
Gaussian function to ensure a locally smooth transforma-
tion. A hierarchical approach is also used. Authors com-
pare MI,_ normalised MI, correlation ratio (CR) and a new 
symmetric version of the CR. Results showed that the sym-
metric CR gave comparable registration to MI in intra and 
inter-modality tasks at full sampling and is superior to Ml 
in registering sampled images. 

Another avenue for using MI locally is in a local rigid 
registration where an image is divided into sub-images 
which each undergo local rotations and translations (as de-
scribed in Section 5.7). The main problem however, then 
becomes_ bow to overcome the tears and gaps which appear 
in the resulting transformed image. Thin-plate splines are 
one avenue for overcoming this problem. Likar et al. (41] 
is one group which utilise the thin-plate spline for this pur-
pose in their MI-based non-rigid registration. Images are 
first progressively subdivided and locally registered (rota-
tions and translations), then elastically interpolated with the 
thin-plate spline. A local threefold registration consistency 
test and correction of shadirtg were also employed to in-
crease the overall registration performance. 

Another significant problem which occurs in non-rigid 
registration when using locally computed MI is the genera-
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tion of incorrect matches as a result of the small statistical 
power of the joint histogram, from which the MI is defined. 
The statistical power, directly related to the size of and the 
number of samples contained in the image subsets or match-
ing windows, can become too low when small windows are 
employed. This reduces the ability of the registration algo-
rithm to estimate the correct deformation as additional lo-
cal maxima are introduced into the local optimisation func-
tions. Several researchers have proposed methods to help 
overcome the effects of small statistical power. 

To improve registration, Likar et al. [ 41) also used a com-
bination of prior and floating information on the joint prob-
ability. This increases the registration speed at coarser lev-
els, enables a registration of finer details, and provides ad-
ditional guidance to the optimisation process. Rogelj et al. 
[49] also incorporate prior information in their comparison 
of a local entropy-based voxel similarity measure with other 
local elastic matching algorithms. 

Maintz et al. [43] present another avenue for overcom-
ing the small statistical power. First they use global MI to 
rigidly align images. From the global rigidly aligned joint 
histogram, they extract the conditional probability densities 
in one image given the i.lJtensities in the second image: The 
non-rigid registration is then performed by dividing the im-
ages into windows and optimising the local grey value cor-
respondence probability based on the conditional probabil-
ity as a function of translations. The conditional measure 
was checked with MI and was found consistent. However, 
the main drawback of their method is the implicit assump-
tion that probabilities computed after rigid registration are 
good approximations of the same probabilities after fluid 
matching. 

7. Conclusion 

The recent need for multimodal non-rigid registrations in 
certain clinical applications has resulted in an emergence 
of deformable matching algorithms employing MI. The ac-
tual ways of incorporating MI into a non-rigid registration 
is quite varied. However, the most obvious distinction is 
the way in which the Ml is calculated. This includes global 
Ml, in which the entire image data is used, or local MI in 
which only a local neighbourhood of image data is used in 
the calculation. There are also many ways of calculating 
the smoothness of the deformation fields. Most methods 
however, ensure smoothness of the deformation field by fil-
tering of the vector field and/or by regularisation terms to 
constrain local deformations. 

Perhaps the most popular global Ml approaches are based 
on the thin-plate spline warp. Once a set of control points 
are defined in the images with correspondences known, it 
is possible to compute a smooth and continuous deforma-
tion field for the entire image. A lot of thin-plate spline 
approaches rely on user intemction to supply the initial con-
trol points. However, more recent techniques are using au-
tomatic methods based on a uniform set of control points, 
whose positions are refined during the registration. 
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FFDs are another avenue for using global MI in a de-
formable registration. Like the thin-plate spline warp, the 
amount of deformation allowed or its DOF, depend on the 
resolution of the control point meshes. The more control 
points, the higher the possible defonnations. FFDs, based 
on B-splines for example, are also computationally more 
efficient than the thin-plate spline and affect the space of 
possible deformations differently due to its limited support. 
Both FFD and thin-pla1e spline approaches have been ap-
plied to a variety of applications including MR. breast image 
registration and registration of pre and intra- images. 

Local MI is generally used in two main ways. Firstly in 
block matching procedures which divide an image up into 
smaller windows which are translated to maximise a local 
similarity criterion. The estimated deformations at the cen-
tres of these windows, grid points, are then propagated to 
the entire image using methods such as Gaussian convolu-
tion or thin-plate spline interpolation. The second approach 
is when the local MI is used to compute local rotations and 
translations in smaller sub-images. The tears and overlaps 
which result from this process are often overcome via the 
use of thin~plate spline interpolation. 

A significant problem faced by non-rigid algorithms em-
ploying local MI is the small statistical power of the image 
subsets. Registration results can suffer considerably when 
windows are used which are too small, resulting in the intro-
duction of false extrema in the optimisation function. Sev-
eral approaches to overcome these side effects include the 
incorporation of conditional and prior probabilities into the 
MI formulation. 

Generally, the problem of computing multimodal non-
rigid deformations using MI is a significantly more complex 
and less researched problem than MI in the rigid domain. 
As such, further developments are required and research 
into this topic will continue for some time. The optimal 
way to actually implement MI in a non-rigid registration is 
unclear. Several approaches have been proposed yet very 
little comparison and quantitative analysis has been con-
ducted on them. There are also non-rigid registration tech-
niques which have not been incorporated along with MI. 
The physical continuum models (elastic and viscous fluid 
models) are classic examples of this. Also, whether or not 
MI itself. is the best measure to be used in a multimodal de-
formable registration is yet to be proven. Other approaches 
(such as the use of the demons algorithm and adaptive in-
tensity corrections), have shown that some other methods 
may be more appropriate than MI in the context of evaluat-
ing high-dimensional deformations. This is due to the more 
constraints which some other approaches may place on the 
parameters to be estimated and thus permits a better seareh 
of the parameter space. 

In any case, the generation of more automatic, accurate, 
rapid, and robust algorithms will increase the likelihood 
that multimodality registrations will be routinely used to 
aid clinical diagnosis, and post therapeutic assessment in 
the future. 
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Abstract: A projection based method for sparse fuzzy system generation is proposed. 
Given a set of training data, clustering is first performed on the output space. Data 
points from each output cluster are projected back to each input dimension forming 
one-dimensional clusters. The clusters from different dimension are then merged to 
form fuzzy rules. The number of rules to be generated can be controlled via a 
threshold parameter. Experiments have confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed 
technique. It is observed that the propose technique creates a sparse fuzzy system 
from data that achieves a satisfactory accuracy with reasonably few rules. The use of 
fuzzy rule interpolation further improves the accuracy. 

1. Introduction 
Rule based fuzzy systems suffer from rule number 
explosion. To model a system with k variables and 
maximum T fuzzy terms in each dimension, the 
number of necessary rules is : 

O(Tk) Eqn 1 
which will be very large if k is not very small. 
Because of this, commercially applicable fuzzy 
systems are limited to only few variables (up to 5-10). 

The number of rules generated grows exponentially as 
the number of input variables increase. 

To widen the range of problems solvable by fuzzy 
rule-base systems, it is essential to reduce T, k, or both 
in (Eqn 1 ). Hierarchical fuzzy systems have been 
successfully applied for special tasks, e.g. the 
unmanned helicopter control experiment [2]. A more 
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general approach was proposed in [3] to reduce k. On 
the other hand, decreasing T leads to sparse fuzzy 
systems, i.e. fuzzy rule- bases with "gaps" between 
the rules. In such fuzzy systems, there exist 
observations (inputs) that do not match any of the rule 
antecedents. Fuzzy rule-interpolation [4] is used to 
infer the conclusions for such observations. More 
details on sparse fuzzy systems and fuzzy rule 
interpolation are discussed in section 2. 

Sparse fuzzy systems are often used in situations 
where full knowledge of the problem domain is not 
available. Experts often work with only important 
fuzzy rules that correspond to representative (typical) 
cases. Encoding these rules results in a sparse fuzzy 
system. In the case of fuzzy rule extraction from data, 
generating a sparse fuzzy system benefits from the 
reduced number of rules. This is the main issue that 
we investigate. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines 
the theoretical issues of sparse fuzzy systems and 
fuzzy rule interpolation. Section 3 explains fuzzy 
clustering and the cluster validity problem. The 
proposed fuzzy rule extraction is presented in section 
4. In section 5, the proposed technique is validated via 
experiments using artificially generated as well as real 
world data. The conclusion is presented in the last 
section. 

2. Sparse Fuzzy System and 
Fuzzy Rule Interpolation 

A fuzzy rule R1 has the following form: 

IfXisA1 then YisB1 

Here, X= {xJ. x2, ... , x.} is the input, Y is the output, 
A1= Ail x A12 X ... X A1• and B1 are fuzzy sets of the 
antecedent and the consequent of the rule respectively. 
Each rule defines a "patch", (i.e. a fuzzy relation) in 
the (X X Y) space. The rule base R = {R1, ... , R,} is 
the representative of a "fuzzy graph" or mapping, 
corresponding to a relation: 

r 
R= UR; Eqn3 

i=l 

Eqn2 

A fuzzy system with r rules is a sparse fuzzy system if 
(Eqn 4) holds: 

r 

X - U Supp(A;) ;oe 0 Eqn 4 
i=l 

That is, there are "gaps" in the universe of discourse 
where no rule antecedent is present to any positive 
degree. The advantage of such sparse systems is the 
reduced complexity. If T in (Eqn I) is reduced in 
every dimension at least by a factor of s, then the 
number of rules is IRI = O((tls)k). The reduced 
complexity comes with a price - loss of information. 
With the absence of rules, results of data that falls in 
the gaps cannot be inferred directly. To cope with this 
situation, a family of new reasoning techniques for 
sparse fuzzy systems, known as fuzzy rule 
interpolation, has been introduced [4]. Some 
theoretical discussion of fuzzy interpolation 
techniques is presented next. 

2.1. Fuzzy Rule Interpolation 

Fuzzy rule interpolation was proposed by Koczy and 
Hirota in [4]. The basic idea is formulated in the 
fundamental equation of rule interpolation (FERI): 

D(A*,A 1): D(A*,Az) = D(B*, BJ): D(B*, Bz) 
Eqn 5 

Where A' and B' denote the observation and the 
corresponding conclusion, R1 = A1 ~ BJ. R2 = A2 ~ 
B2 are the rules to be interpolated (flanking rules), 
such that A1 <A*< A2 and B1 < B2,D denote some 
distance or degree of similarity between two fuzzy 
sets. The partial ordering '<' is discussed in [5]. 
Different choices of the distance D results in different 
types of interpolation. In [4], the distance was 
introduced as the set of lower and upper a-cut 
distances, describing the relative position of two 
comparable convex and normal fuzzy sets (CNF-sets) 
unambiguously. The conclusion can therefore be 
computed as seen in (Eqn 2) . 

The main disadvantage of this method is that (Eqn 2) 
often results in abnormal membership functions for B* 
that need further transformation to obtain a useful 
result. There are many ways to alleviate this problem 
[5]. 
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Figure 1 :Notation used for fuzzy rule 
interpolation 
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In [ 12], we proposed a projection-based interpolation 
technique. The technique works only on trapezoidal 
fuzzy sets. In what follows, a brief description of the 
technique is presented. The discussion is limited to the 
singleton input case. Figure I shows the notation used 
in the discussion. Given the singleton input A•, the 
interpolation is first done for each input dimension as 
(Eqn 6). 

Eqn 6 

where B1r is chosen as B;u if A;< A•; otherwise, B;L is 
used. The results obtained on the different input 
dimensions are then combined by averaging to form 
the final result. In this case, the term DJ(A 1,A) in(Eqn 
6) can be zero, since it is possible for the multi-dimensional 
rules to overlap with the observation in some (but not all) 
dimensions. In such situations, we adopt the following: 

Iim Id --+ defuzz(B1 ) 

D1 (A1 ,A')~O 
Eqn 7 

Where defuzz(.) is a defuzzification method (e.g. 
Center of Area). If in any dimension d, there is more 
than one rule antecedent (A 1 ... An) that overlaps with 
the observation, then the average is used as the 
conclusion for that dimension: 

1 n 
Id = - ~ defuzz(B1) 

nf::f 
Eqn 8 

Finally, the system output is computed by averaging 
the conclusions from each of the D dimensions: 

Eqn9 

2.2. Sparse Fuzzy System Generation 
From Data 

Traditional rule extraction techniques that use uniform 
input partitioning styles generate dense rule fuzzy 
systems whose number of rules grows very fast with 
the increase of input variables, as the base Tin (Eqn 1) 
is large. This leads to the motivation of sparse fuzzy 
system generation from data. 

Several different ways to construct sparse fuzzy 
systems from training data are discussed. The most 
straightforward one is the reduction from a dense 
fuzzy system to a sparse fuzzy system [13]. The main 
idea is that for a fuzzy system F = {R1: i = I, ... , r}, a 
reduced sparse fuzzy system F ' = {R1k: hE IC {I, ... , 
r}, If\ < r} is created by elimination of some less 
important rules. The aim is to produce a proper 
compression ofF such that keeps ~R{Aj)- BA s E (the 
error tolerance), where IR{Aj) denotes the conclusion 
generated by applying interpolation method I on the 
rule subset R' and substituting the observation A1 into 
the approximation function. The rule elimination 
process is not straightforward. There is generally no 
monotonicity in the omission of rules, that is, with 
three sets of rules : R" C R' C R, maybe R" is a 
proper compression of R while R' is not. Thus, no 
computationally effective serial search algorithm for 
the best reduction can be constructed. The reduction 
of a dense fuzzy system to a sparse fuzzy system is 
often performed on a heuristic trial and error basis. 
Sparse fuzzy system generation by dense fuzzy system 
reduction is ineffective with high dimensional data 
since the real problem lies in the generation of the 
dense rule base itself. Therefore this technique is only 
suitable for complexity reduction given an existing 
dense fuzzy system. 

The second alternative for sparse fuzzy system 
generation is to use the so-called 'optimal fuzzy rules' 
discussed by Kosko [14] for function approximation. 
The idea is to generate rules that patch the turning 
points of the function/being approximated. 

In this paper, a novel rule extraction technique that 
works on the projection of data and fuzzy clustering is 
introduced. The technique, known as projection-based 
fuzzy rule extraction (PB), extends the idea of the SY 
approach for fuzzy modeling. The proposed technique 
makes extensive use of fuzzy clustering for rule 
extraction. For this reason, fuzzy clustering is 
examined in the next section. 
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3. Fuzzy Clustering 
Given a set of data, clustering techniques partition the 
data into several groups such that the degree of 
association is strong within one group and weak 
between data in different groups. Fuzzy clustering 
allows data points to belong to more than one group. 
Each cluster is associated with a membership function 
that expresses the degree to which individual data 
points belong to the cluster. 

Of all fuzzy clustering methods, Fuzzy c-Means 
clustering (FCMC) remains predominant in the 
literature [24]. Given a set of data, Fuzzy c-Means 
clustering (FCMC) performs clustering by iteratively 
searching for a set of fuzzy partitions and the 
associated cluster centers that represent the structure 
of the data as best as possible. The FCMC algorithm 
relies on the user to specify the number of clusters 
present in the set of data to be clustered. Given the 
number of clusters c, FCMC partitions the data X= 
{x~>x2, .•• ,Xn} into c fuzzy clusters by minimizing the 
within group sum of squared error objective function 
as follows (Eqn 1 0). 

Eqn 10 

where Jm(U, V) is the sum of squared error for the set 
of fuzzy clusters represented by the membership 
matrix U, and the associated set of cluster centers V. 
11.11 is some inner product-induced norm. In the 
formula, llxk- vi represents the distance between the 
data xk and the cluster center v;. The squared error is 
used as a performance index that measures the 
weighted sum of distances between cluster centers and 
elements in the corresponding fuzzy clusters. The 
number m governs the influence of membership 
grades in the performance index. The partition 
becomes fuzzier with increasing m and it has been 
shown that the FCMC algorithm converges for any m 
E (l,oo) [24]. The FCMC Algorithm relies on the user 
to specify the number of clusters present in the set of 
data to be clustered. 

A hybrid approach to find the optimal number of 
clusters c has been proposed in [25]. The technique is 
proposed to be used in conjunction with the Fukuyama 
and Sugeno index (FS) shown as: 

n c 
S(c) = }: }: (U;k)m(IJ Xk- V; W -11 V;- X W),2 < c < n 

k-li-1 
Eqn If 
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where n is the number of data points to be clustered; c 
is the number of clusters; xk is the l(h data, :X is the 
average of data; v; is the i1h cluster center; U;k is the 
membership degree of the l(h data with respect to the 
lh cluster and m is the fuzzy exponent as described in 
section 3. The terms 11 x~r - v; 11 and 11 vi- X 11 represent 
the variance in each cluster and variance between 
clusters respectively. 

In the first step, the FS index is used to find a rough 
estimate of the optimal number of clusters. The 
number is later refined in the second step by means of 
a merging index (Eqn 12). 

Eqn 12 

where Xj is the /h data and v is a cluster center. For 
each pair of cluster centers V; and vi, the index (Eqn 2) 
is calculated for v;, vi, and Vm where Vm is the middle 
point ( v; + vi)/2. If p(vm) is smaller than both p(v;) and 
p(vj), then the centers stay un-merged. Otherwise, they 
should be merged. 

4. Projection Based Rule 
Extraction 

Using the fuzzy clustering technique discussed in the 
previous section, our novel projection based rule 
extraction technique can now be described. The 
proposed algorithm consists of 7 steps. 

I. Perform Fuzzy c-Means clustering on the output 
space. The FS index ( Eqn 11) is used to determine 
the optimal number of clusters. We remark that our 
algorithm does not place any restriction on the 
clustering technique and validity index used. 

2. For each fuzzy output cluster B; approximated, all 
the points belonging to the cluster are projected 
back to each of the input dimensions. For each 
dimension, fuzzy clustering is again applied to the 
projection of the points. In this step, the FS index 
is used in conjunction with the merging index (see 
section 3). This step results in multiple one-
dimensional (lD) fuzzy clusters in each input 
dimension. 

3. For each ID fuzzy cluster, a trapezoidal cluster is 
approximated. A simple trapezoidal cluster 
approximation technique is discusseq in section 
4.1. 
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4. Each of the n clusters (Cd1 - Cd,J in the input 
dimension d, is a projection of the multi-
dimensional input cluster to that input dimension. 
The clusters from individual dimensions are 
combined to approximate the multi-dimensional 
input cluster. The merging process is described in 
section 4.4 . 

5. For each of the multi-dimensional clusters 
identified, a rule can be formed. For example, if a 
multi-dimensional cluster is formed with [C11, C21, 
C34] for the points projected from output cluster B;, 
we obtain the following rule: 

lfxl is Cn and X] is c23 and Xj is c34 then y is B; 
where Cdn is the n'h cluster identified at input 
dimension d. 

6. The complete fuzzy system is then optimized to 
eliminate redundant rules resulting from the fuzzy 
clustering (see section 4.2). When necessary, some 
accuracy can also be traded off with efficiency and 
interpretability by the omission of less important 
rules . 

7. The optimized fuzzy rule-base then goes through a 
parameter identification process where each 
trapezoidal cluster in the input and output space is 
adjusted to improve the overall performance. The 
parameter identification is described in section 4.3. 

4.1. Trapezoidal Approximation 
Technique 

In this section, the problem of trapezoidal approx-
imation from fuzzy clusters is discussed. In this study, 
fuzzy c-means clustering (FCMC) is used to produce 
the fuzzy clusters. Each cluster is associated with a 
cluster center. Figure 2 shows three fuzzy clusters and 
their membership grades plot. From the figure, the 
membership grade plot of each cluster resembles a 
Gaussian-like curve with some irregularity at the 
bottom. For one-dimensional data clustering, we can 
expect the irregular portion of the curve to be minimal 
(as compared to the projection of a cluster resulting 
from clustering multi-dimensional data). For 
simplicity as well as convenience of later steps, we 
choose to use a Ruspini partition as illustrated in 
Figure 4. We remark that the resulting trapezoid does 
not have large impact on the overall algorithm 
performance. Later in the parameter identification 
process the approximated trapezoid will be shifted, 
reshaped and resized. At this stage, a rough 
approximation is sufficient 

The use of a Ruspini partition [27] relieves the process 
from the difficult task of approximating the support of 

the trapezoid. The core of the trapezoid can be 
approximated by means of an alpha level 0.5 < a < 
1.0. 

Low a values lead to long plateau of the resulting 
trapezoid. In this paper, a = 0.85 is used. Figure 3 
illustrates the process of the trapezoidal approximation. 

•.. 
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Figure 2: Fuzzy Clusters Produced by Fuzzy 
c-means Clustering 
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Figure 4: Ruspini Partition 
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4.2. Fuzzy System Optimization 
It is expected that some redundancy has been 
introduced in the fuzzy rules constructed by fuzzy 
clustering. In this section, we introduce an 
optimization process designed to remove redundant 
rules. The optimization process operates only with 
convex normal fuzzy (CNF) sets. Using CNF-Union, 
we propose a merging process that is based on the 
following definitions modified from [28]. 

Definition 1 
The rule base R' obtained from rule base R by 
merging two rules, r; and rj, applying CNF union in 
the antecedent part is a lossless compression of R iff 
there exist no rule rk that comes between r; and rj in all 
dimensions. 

By definition I, neigh boring fuzzy rules with the same 
consequent can be merged without affecting the 
accuracy of the entire fuzzy system. For example, 
consider the following rule base 

R = { ifx is NB theny is NM 
ifx is NMtheny is NM 
ifx is NStheny is NM 
if x is NZ then y is NS 
ifx is ZO theny is NS 
ifx is PZtheny is NS 
ifx is PB theny is PS 
ifx isPMtheny is PS 
ifx is PS theny is PS} 

A loss less compression of R, namely R' can be 
obtained by merging the rules based on definition I : 

R'= { ifxisNB(f)NM(f)NSthenyisNM 
if x is NZ (f) ZO (f) PZ then y is NS 
ifx is PB (f) PM (f) PS theny is PS} 

It can be readily observed that the resulting R ' 
preserves full information from R. If desired, the 
number of rules can be further reduced using the 
following two definitions. 

Original 
CNF set 
Merged 
CNF set 

Figure 5: Union operation for convex 
normal fuzzy (CNF) sets 
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Definition 2 
The rule base R' obtained from rule base R by 
merging two rules, r; and rj, applying CNF union in 
the antecedent part is a lossy compression of R if there 
exists any rule rt that comes between r; and rj in all 
dimensions. 
Definition 3 
The rule base R" obtained from R by merging rules 
with different antecedents and consequents, applying 
CNF union in both the antecedent and consequent 
parts is called a cover of R. 

As compared to definition I, definition 2 allows for 
more flexibility in merging rules. For example, we can 
merge rules in the following : 

R0 = { ifx is NB theny is NM 
ifx is NMtheny is NS 
ifx is NS theny is NM} 

to obtain: 

Ro' = if x is NB (f) NS then y is NM 
ifx is NMthen y is NS} 

The flexibility, however, results in the loss of 
information. It can be observed from R0 ·that when the 
observation is NM, the results obtained becomes NM 
U NS rather than NS as in R0. The loss of accuracy of 
the entire system relies on the importance of the 
second rule in R0 ', Going one step further, definition 3 
provides an alternative to further reduce the number of 
rules in a rule base. By this definition, any rules can 
be merged. In general, definition 3 allows any rule 
base to be compressed ultimately to a single 
meaningless rule: 

R"= { ifxisXthenyis Y} 

Due to the significant information loss, the use of this 
merging process is rarely practical. In the following, a 
fuzzy system optimization technique that attempts to 
minimize the number of rules based on a user defined 
accuracy tolerance t is proposed. The technique 
exploits only definition I and 2 discussed above to 
achieve reduction of redundancy. The error of the 
fuzzy system is measured by means of the following 
performance index: 

PI= _f (y'- y') 2 /m Eqn 13 
i-1 

where m is the number of data, i is the i1h actual 
output and y; is the i'h model output. The lower the 
performance irtdex, the more accurate the fuzzy rule 
base. 
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The straightforward algorithm is presented as follows: 

1. Let R1 be the set of rules with the same 
consequent i. 

2. Compute E to be the mean square error of the 
rule base using (Eqn 13). 

3. Find a pair of rules <r1, r? E R1 and merge them. 
4. Compute e' to be the new error (Eqn 13) of the 

rule base after the rule merging. 
5. Undo the merge if e'- e> threshold t. 
6. Repeat steps 3 - 5 until no more rules can be 

merged. 
7. Repeat steps 1 - 6 until all consequents have 

been examined. 

4.3. Parameter Identification 

Parameter identification is a process to tune the 
parametersof membership functions in the rule 
antecedents. The technique described in (21] is 
designed for trapezoidal fuzzy sets. The algorithm is 
as follows: 

1. Set the value/for adjustment. 
2. Let/i be the k'h parameter ofthe/h fuzzy sets. 
3. Calculate pk+i ~ / i + f and/}= /i ~ f. 

If k = 2, 3, 4, and /i + f > pk+1i, then p*+i = / "1 

If k =I, 2, 3, and/r f</· 1
h then/)= pk+1 

4. Choose the parameter which shows the best 
performance (Eqn 13) among {pk+i• p*i, /j} and 
replace p*i with it. 

5. Go to step 2 while unadjusted parameters exist. 
6. Repeat step 2 until we are satisfied with the 

performance. 

In [21], f = 5% of the width of the universe of 
discourse is used. Figure 6 shows the parameter 
adjustment process. 

f f 
Figure 6: Parameter Adjustment 

4.4. Cluster Merging 

The reconstruction of multi-dimensional clusters by 
combining the lD clusters identified at each 
dimension can be problematic. Let m be the average 
number of clusters identified at each dimension. The 
total number of possible combinations is ma. Since the 
number of combinations grow exponentially with the 
increase of dimensions, examining every combination 
of the ID clusters is computationally intractable. In 
this section, we propose a fast merging technique. 

The merging process involves the use of a threshold t. 
The cluster in the multi-dimensional space is 
determined to be the region where the number of 
projected points in the region exceeds t. A point p is 
contained in the cluster cl if 1-lci(p) > f.J.q{p) for allj .. i. 

The 3-step algorithm is as follows . 

1. Find one of the multi-dimensional clusters C 
where the number of points that falls into its 
projection exceeds the threshold t. 

2. Remove all data points that are contained in the 
cluster C approximated. 

3. Repeat steps 1 - 2 until no more clusters can be 
found. 

4.5. The Sparseness of Fuzzy Systems 
Generated 

In this section, the sparseness of fuzzy systems 
generated by the proposed rule extraction technique is 
analysed. In general, the threshold I in section 4.4 
governs the degree of sparseness in the rule-base to be 
generated. The higher the threshold, the fewer multi-
dimensional clusters will be obtained, and 
consequently fewer rules are generated. The 
connection between the threshold 1 and the fuzzy 
system generated is as follows . 

Let X= { X; I i = I. .. k } be a set of data. A fuzzy 
system is said to be a-sparse on X if a number of data 
points in X fall in the gap between the fuzzy rules, for 
a in [0, k]. A fuzzy system that is 0-sparse on X is 
called dense on X. From these notations, we have the 
following Lemmas. 

Lemma 1 
When the user parameter threshold 1 = 0, the fuzzy 
system generated at step 5 of the algorithm from the 
training data X is always dense on X 

Proof The use of Ruspini partition [27] in forming 
the one-dimensional trapezoidal clusters in step 3 of 
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the algorithm results in multi-dimensional hyper-
boxes that fully cover the universe of discourse. In this 
case, each data point x E X is guaranteed to fall into 
one of the hyper-boxes. It is therefore sufficient to 
prove that the algorithm is capable of finding all non-
empty hyper-boxes. 

At the i1h iteration, the algorithm tries to find a hyper-
box that is dense (in this case, non-empty due to t=O) 
by examining all possible hyper-boxes in the fixed 
subspace X1 x, ... , x X;.1 along X;. If a p-dimensional 
hyper-box contains q>O points, then all its projections 
in any subset of the p dimensions have at least q 
points and will consequently be found by the 
algorithm at the pth iteration. Therefore, given a k
dimensional training dataset, any non-empty hyper-
boxes will be found by the algorithm at iteration k . 

Lemma2 
Given a fuzzy system that is a-sparse on X, the 
merging algorithm in step 6 of the algorithm always 
result in a new fuzzy system that is fi-sparse such that 
p:s a. 

Proof Let ri and rj be the two rules to be merged to 
obtain r. using the CNF-Union. We can readily show 
that we have 'VxEX, f-trlx)>O ~ f-trn (x)>O and !J-rj(x)>O 
~ 1-trn (x)>O. Therefore, any data point that can find 
rules to fire before the merge will be able to find rules 
to fire after the merge. Since the CNF-Union does not 
satisfy the boundary axioms ( ), there exist data points 
such that IJ-ri(x) = /-try(x)=O but /-trn(x)>O. Therefore, 
there can be fewer points that cannot find rules to fire 
after the merge. Thus, we have j1 :s a. 

The parameter tuning (see section 4.3) can introduce 
new gaps between the fuzzy rules in the fuzzy system. 
Thus, the. density of the fuzzy system may not be 
preserved after the tuning in step 7 of the algorithm. 
The loss of density can easily be avoided by adding an 
extra step in the tuning to disallow parameter 
adjustments that introduce new gaps between the rules. .., 
However, our experiments suggest that the loss of 
density is often minimal since new gaps tend to result '' 
in lower system accuracy and will therefore be 
automatically avoided in the error-based 'hill 
climbing' tuning. 

5. Experimentation 
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using the proposed rule extraction technique. The 
same set of data is then used with the fuzzy rule base 
generated to produce a set of outputs. This is followed 
by the evaluation of the accuracy by means of the 
performance index (Eqn 13). In the last experiments, a 
set of real world petroleum data is used. 

5.1 Experiment One 
In the first experiment, the task was to model a two-
variable quadratic function: 

Y = (1 + x1-
2 + x2-1.5 ) 2 , 0 8 · 1 . sx1,x2 s. Eqn 14 

Two hundred input-output data pairs were generated 
from (Eqn 14). The output range was 3.15 - 13.72. 
The fuzzy rule extraction technique was applied 
multiple times to the data using different choices of 
the threshold I (see section 4.4). 
Table I shows the thresholds used and the 
corresponding number of rules generated. 

Threshold I 
0.00 
0.04 
0.08 
0.12 
0.16 
0.20 

Number of rules 
9 
7 
7 
4 
3 
3 

Table 1: Number rules vs. threshold t used in the 
fuzzy rule extraction technique 

In Figure 7, we compare the errors of the interpolative 
system with the trivial average-based system that uses 
the average of the output domain as the default output 
whenever the observation cannot find rules to fire. 

Average-~ ~ 
based system ~~ _____.// 

~-~ t Y Interpolative 
~ system 

'" 
Figure 7: Error comparison of the average and the 

interpolated results for the quadratic function 

Altogether three experiments have been carried out to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed technique. 
In the first two experiments, a fuzzy rule base is 
generated from each set of input-output sample data 

It can be observed that the error of the interpolative 
system is always lower. Picking the threshold t = 0.12, 
four fuzzy rules were generated and the PI of the 
system was 3.17. After 20 iterations of parameter 
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tuning, the error decreased to 0.17, which can be 
considered reasonably low. 

5.2 Experiment Two 
The data given by Box and Jenkins [29], often used as 
a benchmark in research papers, is used in this 
experiment. There are 290 data points, where the 
input variable u is the methane concentration and the 
output variable y is the C02 concentration. The data 
has been used in different ways in the literature. 

We summarize the performance of the proposed 
technique (with the threshold in section 4.4 set to 
zero) as well as other models that use the data as 
benchmark. The input y(t) and u(t) are the output and 
input at time step t respectively. Figure 8 shows the 
error comparison in a way similar to Figure 7. 

~r---·-

bascd system ~ 
J Interpolative 

Average-

/ ~ystcm 

~----------
Figure 8: Error comparison of the average and the 

interpolated results for the Box-Jenkins Data 

Next, the proposed technique is applied to the data 
using a different set of output variables for 
comparison with a different set of rule extraction 
techniques. This time, the proposed technique is 
applied multiple times (as in experiment one) using 
different choices of threshold t (see section 4.4). Table 
3 summarizes the performance of the proposed 
technique as well as other models that use the data in a 
similar way as a benchmark. It can be observed that 
the rule extraction technique is able to produce very 
few rules to achieve a reasonably high accuracy. The 
choices of the threshold t provide the user with some 
amount of control over the number of rules generated. 

Method 
Nakoula et al. [30] 
Evsukoff et al. [31] 
Proposed Method 

M 
90 
36 
18 

PI 
0.175 
0.153 
0.130 

Table 2 Number of rules, M, and performance 
index, PI, of models using y(t-1) and 

u(t-3) as input variables 

Method 
Tong [32] 
Proposed (t = 0.26) 
Xu et a! [33] 
Pedryc [34] 
Proposed (t = 0.20) 
Proposed (t = 0.10) 
Proposed (t = 0.06) 
Proposed (t = 0.00) 

M 
19 
5 
25 
81 
9 
10 
15 
17 

PI 
0.469 
0.435 
0.328 
0.320 
0.250 
0.139 
0.129 
0.121 

Table 3 Number of rules, M, and performance 
index, PI, of models using y(t-1) and 

u(t-4) as input variables 

From Table 2 and Table 3 the superiority of the 
proposed method can be observed. As compared to 
existing methods in the literature, the proposed model 
is able to model the data with the highest accuracy 
using the smallest number of rules. 

5.3 Experiment Three 
A reservoir in North West Shelf, offshore of Western 
Australia, is used to validate the proposed sparse 
fuzzy rule system used for reservoir evaluation. The 
well logs available for this reservoir are GR (Gamma 
Ray), RDEV (Deep Resistivity), RMEV (Shallow 
Resistivity), RXO (Flushed Zone Resistivity), RHOB 
(Bulk Density), NPHI (Neutron Porosity), PEF 
(Photoelectric Factor) and DT (Sonic Travel Time). 
They are recorded by well and by depth. The raw data 
are normalised to be between 0 and I. The depth 
information is not used for the reservoir 
evaluation, as the reservoir is extremely 
heterogeneous. 

There are flags in this data set to show the goodness of 
the core samples. It is characterised by "Good," "OK," 
or "Frac." "Frac" means the presence of fractures in 
core samples. For our case, in order to test how well 
the evaluation model deals with the noisy data, all data 
regardless whether they are "Good", "OK" or "Frac" 
are used. 

The objective of this experiment is to develop a 
reservoir evaluation model to predict porosity (PHI) 
from the well logs. Data from 4 wells are used, 
namely wells A, B, C, and D, whose physical location 
forms a rough straight line. There are altogether 632 
rows of data. Wells A, Band D are used for training 
while C is used for testing. There are a total of 439 
training samples and 193 testing data. 

By using the proposed algorithm described in section 
4, a total of 9 fuzzy rules are generated. The fuzzy 
rules extracted are shown in Figure 9. Out of the 193 
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testing data, there are a total of 14 data points that 
cannot find any fuzzy rules to infer. The fuzzy rule 
interpolation [54] is used to interpolate fuzzy rules 
using neighbouring fuzzy rules to infer the predicted 
porosity. Most conventional fuzzy system with fuzzy 
rule interpolation technique will either set the 
predicted porosity to zero or taking the average of the 
range of the porosity as output. For comparison, two 
BPNN models are created: I) The initial BPNN model 
introduced in this field [16]; and 2) and an integrated 
BPNN model [30]. 

Table 4 shows the results from the three models 
constructed. The accuracies used in the comparison 
table are performance index (PI) and correlation factor. 
The formulation of PI is the one presented in (Eqn 14). 

Evaluation PI Correlation 
Model (Error~ Factor 

Conventional 0.0265 0.596 BPNN 
Integrated 0.0257 0.458 BPNN 

Sparse Fuzzy 0.0235 0.53 Rule S;tstem 

Table 4: Comparison Results for the Three 
Reservoir Evaluation Models. 

From the table, Conventional BPNN gives the worst 
PI measure, but the best correlation factor. This is 
mainly because the reservoir wells are highly 
heterogeneous, and it is very noisy since we used all 
the data regardless of their core quality. For this case, 
it seems like the generalization abilities of the BPNN 
may not be in the optimum point as it seems to be able 
to follow the noisy trends of the training data, which is 
reflected by the correlation factor. 

As for the Integrated BPNN, it gives a reasonably 
good PI measure but gives the worst correlation factor. 
This is mainly due to the technique used in this 
Integrated BPNN. This Integrated BPNN has used 
various ways to ensure that it generalized from the 
training core and removed any "noise" or outliers 
presented in the training core. Therefore, it performed 
smoothing based on distribution factor. 

As for our proposed sparse fuzzy rule system, it gives 
the best PI measure among the three and performs 
satisfactorily on the correlation measure. This shows 
that our technique gives satisfactory performance as 
compared to the other two well-established models. 

The point worth noting is our technique presents 
minimum fuzzy rules (9 fuzzy rules) to arrive the 
acceptable accuracy. With this small number of fuzzy 
rules, the human expert can understand the model 
easily and if necessary add-in experience or 
knowledge into the model. Modification to the 
behaviour of the reservoir evaluation model can also 
be done easily. This will allow human experts to have 
better control over the evaluation model as compared 
to ANNs, which are normally treated as a "black box". 
The graphical plot of the results generated by this 
sparse fuzzy rule system and the core porosity are 
presented in Figure 10. 

6. Conclusion 
A rule extraction technique for sparse fuzzy system 
generation has been proposed. The technique usually 
results in sparse fuzzy system that has minimal 
number of rules. The number of rules generated can be 
controlled via a threshold parameter in the algorithm. 
The use of the threshold effectively removes rules that 
fall in the less dense region of the problem domain. 
Intuitively, the resulting set of rules will correspond to 
representative (typical) cases. Extensive experiments 
have confirmed the satisfactory accuracy of the fuzzy 
systems generated. The use of rule interpolation has 
further improved the accuracy of the sparse fuzzy 
system. 
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